
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. SCOPE OF STUDY

The Sansk¡it past gerund in -tvâ(ya), -rví and '-(ùyel-(ùyt (also known as 'absolurive'
or 'conjunctive/indeclinable past participle') is an indeclinable non-finite verb-form, pecu-

lia¡ in its formation and use to the Indo-Aryan branch within the Indo-European family. In
its standard constructions it constitutes with its adverbal complements and adjuncts a
reduced adverbial clause or copredicative non-finite phrase that is dependent on another
clause or phrase for its subject or agent and (unless presupposed or propositionally
restrictive) temporal reference and modality, mostly expressing an action or state that is
completed before the beginning of the action or state exp,ressed by the superordinate clause
and performed (or undergone) by the same actor or topicalized undergoer. It thus contrasts

semantically with the much ra¡er non-past gerund in -am ('narnul'), which has closer
forrnal and functional parallels in other ancient Indo-Ernopean languages.l

The above brief characterization of the gerund might give some idea of the variety of
syntactic and semantic functions of this category. In the absence of any clarifying context,
it would be possible to render the following didactic example (0) in more than six different
ways, the bracketed readings being somewhat marginal and/or laæ:

(0) *i¡dram ãrabhya cara
Indra-¡cc grasp-GD goJMp2sc

a. 'Having taken hold of Indra" move!' / 'Move after taking hold of Indra!'
b.'Take hold of Indra and move!'
c. 'Take hold of Ind¡a before moving!'
(d. 'Move by taking hold of tnd¡a!')
(e. 'Go to take hold of Indra!')
f. 'Keep yourself o Indra!'

It may now be asked whether there are any formal or collocational Qexical) conditions on
the va¡ious readings of the gerund(ial clause) or whether these diverse interpretations are

I For the sake of convenience and when there is no risk of mizunderstanding, I will refer to the past
gerund simply as the 'gerund'. Though both gerunds and their respective morphosyntactic and semantic
systems will be treated in this thesis, I concentrate on the past gerund, for which there is yet no
exhaustive description compaable to Renou's (1935) accomt of the non-East gerund.
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I.INTRODUCTION

mer€ly aræfacts imposed upon the analysis by the metalanguage. Furrhermore, how a¡e the
va¡ious functions derived synchronically and diachronically given a set of inherited or rr¡ore
or less invariable morphosyntactic featu¡es of the gerund? What is peculiar in its develop-
ment is that it came to supplant not only the cumbenome reduplicated conjunctive perfect
participle in -vas-/-ãna-, competing with the past (and present) participle, bur to a large
extent finite coreferential sequenced clauses as well.

In view of what is generally thought to be the etymology of the allomorphs of the past
gerund, viz perified oblique (mainly insrumental) verbal nouns (the stem formatives and
case affixes of which are still problematic), the functional diversity and high frequency of
this category (especially after the early Vedic period) are astonishing. It is true that structr¡-
rally comparable formations are found in e.g. Old and Middle Iranian, Latin, Greek, Baltic
and Tocha¡ian, but apan from Tocha¡ian, where non-Indo-European influence can harrdly

be questioned (Krause 1951, 1955, p. 35ff.; but cf. also Vy'inter 1984, p. l8 and Thomas
1985, p. l47ff.), these formations are usually only weakly productive and,/or lack the
temporal differentiation which sets the past and non-past gerunds apan.

Both internal reÆonstruction and external comparison show that the prcdominantly
relative past tense of the Sanskrit gerund can hardly be the result of a natural or sponta-
neous evolution, as has frequently been asserted. Neithe¡ is there any substantial evidence
in support of the rather widespread belief that this value of the gerund does not yet pre-
dominate in the $.gveda. In fact, when the non-past value does appear in and especially
after the Athan¿aveda, it is clearly subject to collocational and syntactic constraints, which
are synchronically speaking suggestive ofcontextually conditioned temporal neutralization
rattrer than inherent temporal indifference.

From the historical and areal linguistic point of view it is noteworthy that most South
Asian languages have indeclinable non-finite forms functionally analogous to the Indo-
Aryan gerund. But only in Dravidian are they sufficiently ancienr to have been able to
influence the Old Indo-Aryan gerund" Because of the existence of Dravidian loanwo¡ds and
certain (putative) Dravidian stn¡ctural featr¡res in Vedic and Classical Sanskrit, the idea that
the syntactico-semantic recategorization of the Indo-Aryan gerund is due to Dravidian
influence narurally suggested itself to a number of schola¡s in the past.

In more recent literarure, this and other hypotheses about Dravidian influence on Bg-
vedic and early Vedic Sanskrit have been severely citicized due to the lack of indisputable
Dravidian loanwords in the $.gveda and certain inconsistencies in the alleged borrowed
features when compared with the reconstructed source language. A major problem for the
historical analysis is that there a¡e no Dravidian documents f¡om the early Vedic period,
while conclusíve proof of Dravidian influence on prehistorical or early Vedic Sanskrit is
mostly n¡led out by the very obscurity of the linguistic prehistory of India.
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l.INTRODUCTION

1.2. ON METHOD AND THEORY

The implicit or explicit notion underlying most Westem accounts of the Sanslait gerund
has been that the functions and constructions of the gerund must somehow be connected
with its presumed etymology as a temporally undifferentiated instrumental (or locative)
action noun orverbal adve¡b (cf. Bopp 1816, p. 43ff.; Speijer 1886, p.296; 1896, p. 68;
Delbrück 1888, p. 405; \Vhimey 1889, p. 355; Gune 1913; Renou 1940; Minard 1956, p.
60f.; Ilaudry 1970, p.46; Söhnen 1985, p.4E9; see 1.5.8-).

Though understandable as a her¡ristic method and fïnal objective in a comparative Indo-
European framework, this approach has been liable to direct the synchronic analysis in
ways that support such a diackonic connection without regard to conspicuous synchronic
inconsistencies. There has thus been too little respect for the generally acknowledged
principle in modern sh¡ctu¡al linguistics that diachronic relations can only be established as

secondary links between synchronic systems, which therefore have to be described on
(maximarly)independentgrounds(cf.saussuretl9l3l 1949,p.114ff.;coseriu1979,pp.
77-m). What appears to be a diach¡onically correct explanation of a linguistic feature is not
necessarily a synchronically adequate explanation. Even if the gerund is etymologically an
insrumental action noun, this need not be relevant for any of its anested uses. The forms
of the gerund cannot be synchronically derived from any inherited Indo.Aryan nominal or
non-finite paradigms, while also thefu basic semantic value and syntactic functions as
established already in the $ryeda are incompatible with IndoEuropean or even krdo-Aryan
insm¡mental verbal nouns or adverbs.

Since some descriptive bias is impossible to avoid for sheer expository reasons, it
would then be methodologlcaly sounder to assume that to thc ãtent fhatthe Indian gram-
marians desc¡ibed (and e.g. not only prescibed) their classical language they did it ade-
quately. This, of course, remains to be tested with the help of modern linguistic methods.

At least as regards the Paninean rule (3.4.21) of identity of 'agenr' (tart¡) of the
gerund and main verb, the exceptions during all stages of the language ar€ too many and
yet too systematic to convince us that this is an entirely adequate account of the facts. But
with regard to the sense of antecedence of event þärvatãle), it is much more difficult to
show that the indigenous tradition has to be thoroughly rcvised.

It may, of course, seem to be a problem here that the gerund is sometimes to be para-
phrased or rendered by a conjunctive perfect participle (e.g. 'having v-ed'), while at other
times it may better correspond in translation and paraphrase to a present participle or
adverbial phrase ('while/in the manner of v-ing'). This has been used as an argument
against the indigenous description and in favor of an etymologically based view of the
gerund as an instrumental verbal noun or adverb.

But it should then be examined whether or not the verbal aspect of the underlying verb
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remains the same in the tanslation or paraphras€. E.g. the gerund of the verb ni+{sad .sit

down' (> nisadya) may often be rendered as 'sitting', corresponding almost to a present
participle (sidac-, ãsrna-), but in view of the primarily dynamic inherent aspect
('Aktionsart') of the said verb, a more literal rendering would be 'having sat down'. Here
the sense of simultaneousness is only an implicature on the basis of the inferred resulting
state (cf. French être assis and Hindi bai¡frã (< upavis-ta-) ho¡n ,be seated, or .sit').

Likewise, it may be questione.d whether the present participle, gerund or oblique noun
phrase used in the paraphrase or translation refers to a simultaneous action or state rather
than to an immediately preceding action, cf. Seeing him there, I went back = onlAfter
seeíng+whilelAt the time of seeíng (cf. Zandvoon & Ek 1975,p.35f.). The mere
possibility of translating the Sanskrit gerund by a 'presential' form does not prove that it
refers to a simultaneous action, unless we can prove ttrat the inherent aspect and liæral time
reference remain intact (cf. Hendriksen 1944, p. 113 and Lorimer 1935, p. 330 for similar
obsen¿ations regarding the Pali and Burushaski 'gerunds').

On the other hand, to determine the (basic) literal meaning orinherent semantic value of
the genrnd, we have to (ust as the ancient Sanslsit speakers/learners had to'¡ generalize on
the basis of the cases where it appears unambiguously from the conrext and from
contrastive ¡elations with other verbal forms and consructions. In other worrds, we have to
start by analyzing aspoctually unambiguous verbs in this fomr in maximally transparent and
redundant contexts and in contrast with other expressions. If in the overwhelming majority
of such cases, and quite regardless of word order and the lexical context, the gerund
appears to refer to an antecedent action (or by implicature its rcsulting state) rather than to a
simultaneous or impending action, we would have to conclude, regardless of any etymo-
logical considerations, that it is synchronicatly marked for relative past vs. non-past tense.
This, rather than any etymologically based meaning, would then have ro be taken as its
default value in all ambiguoLr cases.

The basic mistake that can be made in semantics is the confi¡sion of literal meaning (as

defrned truth conditionally or by distinctive semantic features) and contextual sþificance
as defined pragmatically (Dik 1968, p. 256; Posner 1980; Stump 1985).2 For example,

2This is not to say that the ontological distinction between semantics and pragmatics is unproble-
matical (cf. Allwood l98l). Moreover, as shown by seade (1980, p. 227),*the literal meaning of a
sentence or expr€ssion only deærmines a set of ur¡th conditions given a set of background assumptions
and practices." But, of course, witbout a sysæm for encoding truth conditions or semantic oppositions,
there would be no common ground for deriving inæpreations of linguistic utterances even given a set of
shared background assumptions. As poinæd out by Sutherland (1970, p. 95) in his peneradng study of
Lewis Canoll's language, a linguistic sign possesses bot¡r 'differenriâl' and 'contextual' meaning. It is
by its 'differential' meaning ttrat it contrasts with other signs on the same level of interpretation and is
recognized as a fr¡nctional entity ofthe code. In addition it may have "referential" meaning, i.e. a cerain
'connotation' or 'affective value', and 'sEuctr¡ral' meaning, i.e. a grammaúcal or syntactic function. The
functional differcntiation between contextual and non-contextual elemer¡ts of meaning is a naû¡ral con-
sequence of lhe use of a limited number of linguistic signs in an unlimiæd number of situations.
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I.INTR.ODUCTION

in the sentence prcví sómasya vãvgdhe (RV 3.40.7c) 'having drunk Soma he grew' or
'he drank Soma and gr€w', the gerundial clause is in most contexts inærpreted as a tempo-
ral or circumstantial qualification of the main clause, meaning almost the same as 'by
drinking Soma'. But inasmuch as it cannot mean 'while drinking/at the time of drinking
Soma he grcw', its liæral sense remains that of an antecedent action.

The interpropositional relation of the gerundial clause to the main clause may thus be
conceived of as temporally or circumstantially restrictive or purely additive-sequential, but
it is not necessarily encoded anywhere in ttre morphosyntactic structure. More specifically,
the fact that in the above-mentioned sentence the gerundial clause can be paraphrased by an

instumental adverbial phrase cannot be used as an arguûìent against the antecedent value of
the gerund, since by the same token it could then be argued that neither does the English
perfect conjunctive participle 'having V-ed' in the above sentence express antecedence or
previous completion of action. Apparently, we have to be consistent in our method of
defining what a¡e the (most) inva¡iable featu¡es of a linguistic form. On the other hand, it is
not to be expected tt¡at ttre (alleged) relative past tense of the gerund would make it seman-
tica[y and pragmatically equivalent to a perfect or past conjunctive participle or a temporal
phrase headed by 'after'. The feature 'antecedence ofevent' or'actional sequence' does not
entail the semantic ñrncúon of æmporal qualification, since such a function is absent also in
structures like 'S1 a¡d then S2'. In many languages (e.g. Tamil and Japanese) there are,
in facç only non-finite stn¡ctures for expressing actional sequence in complex sentences.

A more crucial problem is that in later Sanskrit and Middle and New Indo-Aryan the
gerund is sometimes used in functions and meanings that a¡e clearly inconsistent with its
alleged past relative tense. It might be conceived that these cases can be accounted for by
assuming that the basic semantic featu¡e of the gerund is 'perfective aspect' rather than past
relative tense (cf. Davison 1981, 1986). But if perfectiveness was rhe only distinctive
feature of the gerund it should be able to ñ¡nction e.g. as a final infînitive.

It has also bcen proposed that the inherent feamre of the gerund is neither ¡elative past
tense nor perfectiveness, but instrumentality (in the widest sense). Thus Rocher (1980, p.
186) has maintained that "the gerund expresses any necessary cond.ition, rr¡/ay, or means
that makes the completion of the action expressed by the main verb possible". But this
definition would not cover even the most cornmon use of the gerund where it refers to mere
actional sequence without any logical connection and without a plausible instrumental
paraphrase, cf. AV 7.102.1¡a'naskfüya dyâvãpgrhivíbhyãm ant&lksãya mfryáve
meks-yämy ürdhvás Gisrha!. 'I will urinate standing upright, having bowed down to
heaven and earth, the atmosphere and death'; BC 3.35 niÞf,vasya drrgharir svasirah
prakanpya tasmirir3 ca jlrne viûivesya catçulr I ¿ãrir caiva dfççvã janatãrir
saharçãrh vãkyarir sa sarirvigaa ídam iagvda'Having sighed deeply and shaken his
head and turned his eye toward that decrepit being, and having gazú, atthe happy crowd
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l.INTRODUCNON

he quoth these words perturbed'.

If the use of the gerund in cases like these is to be explained by its expressing a

necessary condition, way or means for tlre completion of the action of the main clause, we
would have to deny that there is any semantic distinction between mere temporal succes-

sion and instrumentality. In other words, all expressions of temporal antecedence could
then be explained in the same way, which would be tantamount to collapsing two distinct
semantic categories to defend a circular argument. I know of no case in the history of
human language where a causal connective has been reduced to or reinterpreted as a purely
temporal one. The opposite derivation of causal or instrumental implicatures from
expressions of antecedent or simultaneous action is, on the other hand, a universal
phenomenon.3

At this point it has even been suggested that the gerund is semantically quite unmarked,
its meaning being entirely detennined by the context and pragmaúc inferences (cf. Grtel
1941, p. 109). Such an approach was taken by Lindholm (1975) for the Tamil conjunctive
(verbal) participle, the use of which he describes by the undefined concept of "natural
relevance".4 But such a view is ha¡d to maintain on system-internal grounds seeing that
the default value of temporally unmarked forms (e.g. verbal nouns/adverbs, the infinitive,
the aorist participle)S is specifically non-preterital, whereas the non-preterital value of the
gerund is subject to collocational and syntactic constraints.

The synchronic inconsistencies in the temporal value of the gerund make it nevertheless

impossible to explain or derive all its uses or functions on the basis of a síngle uniîorm set
of inherent morphosyntacticfeatures. As in the instances of the Sanskit genitive case and
Indo-European subjunctive mood, we are then faced with the problem of irreducible multi-

3Inst¡umental implicature explains Rochcr's example M5cch. ó.0.76 eso ejje govihdino
gnttitrñ bteñjir gÌ¡Ètiv¡l¡.'ñ vividir budhr4erir bùedi¡ p.ribbh.tto ¡vrttrmrdi "The
young herdsmæ has just broken jail, tiled the jailor, broken his feners, escaped, and run away" (Ryder
1906, p. 98). Rocher (1980, p. 18a) concedes that the three gerurds refer to activities prior to tlre escape
of the prisoner, but claims that tl¡eir anæriority is less important tt¡an the fact úat they express the three
ways or means that made the escapc possible. But if insuumentality predominaæs over acúonal sequer¡ce

the sentence should be trarulaæd or paraphrased as: 'The young herdsman has escaped by breaking out of
the cell, killing tbe guard and breaking out of the prison building' or 'The young herdsman has escaped
by having broken out of the cell...'. Clearly this is a more fo¡ced and a¡tificial rendering than that which
states mere succession of actions, the logical connections of which are open 1¡ ço¡þatrr¡l interpretation.
4 Sæener (1981) has made an attempt ar explicating this notion within the framewo¡t of caægorial
grâmmarr defining the Tamil infinitive æ "the least ma¡ked modal verb form" and the verbal paniciple
as "rhe least marked indicative verb form". However, this analysis is somewhatdeficient, sinc¿ the Tamil
verbal participle may be in the modal scope of the main finite verb. Moreover, the Tamil ve¡bal
participle is not æmporally unmarked, although it is susceptible o temporal neutralization in roughly
the same synactic and lexical conæxts as the Middle and New IndoAryan gøund.
5 The fact that lhe infinitive has relative future time reference when used as a final adjunct does not
follow from any inherent temporal value of tl¡e infmitive, but from the paticular consEuction, whe¡e it
depends on a verb of motion, as proved by ¡he absence of any such temporal implication when it is used

as the predicate of a oominal senter¡ce or as an adnominal or adverüal complemenl
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l.INTRODUCTION

functionality, i.e. the ultimaæ lack of a conìmon underlying semantic intersection explai-
ning all the usages of a form. (Cf. the discussion in Anttila 1977,p.1I4.)

This does not, ho\Ãrever, imply that all uses of the gerund arc equally unmarked or
protot)?ical. For example, early unpraductive idiomatic constructions (possibly) reflecting
the original insmrmental cha¡acter of the genrnd are not on a par with the more productive
processes of temporal neutralization in certain contexts in the later Vedic and Classical
period. The collocational and syntactic constraints on the va¡ious readings of the gerund
provide thus a means for generalizing and ranking ia va¡iable syntactico-semantic features
in accordance with the overall sysæm of relative tense and non-finite clause linkage. These

systems, and hence also the above constraints, have changed over time, due e.g. to
convergent tendencies with other South Asian languages. A historically and typologically
adequate description of the Sanslsit gerund must therefore take account of corrcsponding
systems in those contiguous South Asian languages that are known or susp€cted to have
influenced the structure of the Old IndoAryan languagein this and other ways.

r.2.A. DESCRIPTIVE FRAMEWORK

The major problems in the synchronic and diachronic description of the gerund are its
relative tense, aspect, voice and coreferentiality constraint, and the variety of syntactico-
semantic ñ¡nctions of the gerundial syntagrn These interrelated features have bearing on
the very categorial classification ofthe genrnd-

Already Speyer (1886, pp.296f.,7) realizú that though syntactically subordinate or
dependent and adverbial by consruction, the gerund(ial clause) may often correspond
semantically to a (short) coordinate phrase rather than to a subordinate clause or adverbial
phrase. This he tried to explain on a syncretistic basis, seeing that the Sanskrit gerund is
historically and synchronically half-way between an infinitive of the aorist and an
indeclinable conjunctive participle ofthe past (cf. Speijer 1886, p. 347; l$96,p. 68).

The former feature he considered to be clea¡est reflected in its temporal vacillation and
non-adnominal and occasional semi-absolute constn¡ction, and the laner in its sporadic
predicative construction. On the othe¡ hand, he provided no lexical, syntactic or operational
conditions on the diverse readings of the gerund(ial clause).

Although this apprcach may be less one-sided than the one that tries to account for the
diversity of the constructions and functions of the gerund wholly in terms of its being an
instrumental verbal noun or adverb, neither the assumed prehistorical connection with the
inñnitive or verbal adverbs, nor the presumed secondary affiliation with the participles
explains all the constructions and functions of the gerund(ial clause). This was sensed
already by Humboldt (1823, p. 435tr ).
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In particular, when it comes to accounting for the operational constraints of the genrnd

(which have never been properly investigated), the comparison with verbal adverbs and

even participles would n¡n into difficulties. In the examptes (1)-(2), \ile must assume that

the illocutionary force of command expressed in the main verb is implicitly transferred to

the gerundial clause, which then comes to correspond more or less to a coordinate clause

sharing the subject and mood of its conjunct(s):

(1) RV 10.116.s

ni tigmäni bûrã3áyan bhrásyäni áva ståirá tå¡uhi yãtujúnãm
ugráya te sáho bálarir dadãni pratítyã látrún vigadétú qrs,c.

'Making your sharp arrows blunt, loosen the stiff (bows) of the demon-incited (foes)!

I give you, fierce one, powèr, str€ngth. Go against the foes and chop them down in
slaughters!' (? 'Going against the foes, chop...!'; ?? 'Having gone..., chop!')

(2) KS 5.3cd (46,9)
dattvãyãsmabhyarñ dravi¡eha bhadra¡ir pra mã brät¡d dhavirdã devara-
bhyal
'Give us wealth here (and what is) good and announce me favorably to the gods, O

bea¡er of oblations!' (? 'Having given...'; ?? 'After giving...'¡ó

Similarly, in (3)-(5), the mood and tense of the main verb seem to extend elliptically to the

gerund, which corresponds semantically more or less to a coordinaæ verb phrase:

(3) sB 14.1.1.23

yadã nt upaneçyásé '!h¿ te Siras chittv'anyátrãpaai dhãsyãva$
'When thou wilt have received us as thy pupils, we shall cut off thy head and put it
aside elsewhere' (Eggeling SBE 44,p.444f.; cf. Delbrück 1888, p. 591)
(+ '[after/while] cutting off thy head, we shall put it elsewhere')

(4) TU 2.s.1
vijñaaaó braûma ced veda taslnec ce¡ lra pranrãdyati Sarire pãpmano
hitvã sarvã¡ tämä¡ sanaSnuce

'[f one knows Brahman as understanding and one does not swetve from it, he

leaves his sins in the body and attains all desi¡es.' (Radhalsishnan 1953, p. 546)
(?? 'having left his sins in the body, he attains all desires', cf. Rtþr 1931, p. 215)

6 C¡. l,tS 1.4.1 (48,3) dbrt!ôd esnlbùyerir drlvi4ehó bùrdrlrñ pró mi brúrid bhigedirir
devá¡isr¡ 'Confer on us wealth here (and what is) good, proclaim for me a slure by the gods!' and AV
l8.3.l4cd drttó [= d*te ú] esnlbhyerir drlviqehl btrdrlrñ nyfuir cr leS rlrrevirerü
dadh¡re; similady MS 1.10.3 and KS 9.6.
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(5) Kath. ll.59ab
prabuddhasyt arya gatvã tvarir rudihi svapituh pura$
''When he has awaked, go and cry before yor¡r own father!'
(* 'having gone, cry...')

It is true that participial and adpositional phrases and even subordinate adverbial clauses in
most lndo-European languages (including Sanslcit) may in certain gen¡es be used in this
kind of 'additive-sequential' linkage (as assumed in the altemative translations). But this is

mostly limited to indirect speech acts or sentences where the illocutionary force is that of a
modally unma¡ked narrative statement, whe¡e the contrast between an asserted coordinate

and a textually backgrounded subordinaæ clause is more or less neutralized.T

By contrast, the very conversational contexts in (1)-(5) indicate that there is nothing

stylistically orpragmatically marked about Sansk¡it gerundial clauses being conceived of as

'elliptically' integrated in the modal scope of the main clause. rWhat makes this so

significant is the fact that implicit modal eansfer in expressions of successive actions is not
togically conditioned or automatic as in the case of expressions of manner or means of
action (cf. clnp down the foes by smiting them (=7 smite them!) with your axe!).

To the extent that the gerund is thus able to replace a finite coordinate verb in modally
marked contexts while retaining its relative past tense, it is operationally or pragmatically

Iess cowtraincd than semantically near-synonymous non-finite forms in most modern and

ancient European languages. In fact, even the originally more productive perfect participle

is rarely to be conceived of as within the modal scope of ttre main clause.S

Despite some genre-bound variation, the modal-operational constraints of non-finite
verb-forms have not changed radically ove¡ time in the IndoEûopean languages outside
India, implying that non-finite vs. near-synonymous finite clauses tend to maintain their
discourse functional differentiation. (Similarly in Semitic, whe¡e non-finite juxtaposed

'l¡ãt-clauses' are always backgrounded or outside the scope of the main clause.)9 But in
the case of the Indo-A¡yan gerund, there has been a gradual abandoning of the operational
constraints after the Old Indo-Aryan period. This deveþment is secondarily reflected in
Epic and late¡ Classical Sanskrit, where even the outermost operators of question (6) and

7Cf. de Beaugrande &, Dressler (1981, p. 122) fu an empirical æst of the functional overlap of
textually backgrounded subordinaæ and finiæ coordinate clauses in narrative and expository drscourse,
whe¡e subordination and embedding aonüibute to reducing redundancy and increasing cohesion between
clauses. Cf. the following news item ælling a 'story' in a single sentence: "A man who tu¡ned into a
human ærch æn days ago afær snoozing in his lockod car while smoking his pþ has died in bospital"
(quoæd in Brown & Yule 1983, p. lO.
I But cf. RV l0.ll6.6cd esrnrdrytg vivSdheal! sáùobhir tnibùrstrs ta¡v¡rir vãv¡dùrsve
'Fü¡ uns dich sta¡k mæhend an Køfæn unabgestrmpft, mache deinen L¿ib stark!" (Geldnea Rigveda ltr,
p. 341).
9 For a synchronic a¡rd diachronic study of Semitic tgil-clauses, see Trumpp (18?Q.
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negation (7) may sporadically have elliptic scope over the gerundial clause:

(6) Sat.-tr. (Nìtisataka) I.3.97 (quoted from Böhtlingk,Ind. Spr. tr: 3362)
trinetra¡ir tas tyaktvõ dha¡alavamadã¡dha¡ñ prananaci
'Who abandons the Three-Eyed one and bows before someone blinded by the

intoxication of a trifling fortune?' (* 'Who, having abandoned.., bows...?')

(7) MBh 12.530 (ed. Calcutta, quoted [and transl.] acc. to Btihtlingk, Ind. Spr. II:4212)
prajñãprãsãdarn ãruiya esocyãñ (ed. C. ra Soctãñ) chocato jaaãn
jagatisthãn ivãdristho ma¡.dabuddhir ¡a ceksate10
'A man of mean intelligence does not rise to the plafonn of wisdom and see that
people grieve for what is not to be grieved, just like a man standing on a hill does not
(see) the ones standing on the earth (below).' (Cf. also 12.151.11 = ed. C. 12-5623-)

The construction assumed in (7) is otherwise attested only in Apabhrarirsa and New Indo"
Aryan, cf . (26)-Q7), (734). The other editions have a 'normalized reading' which does not
impy that the gerundial clause is elliptically in the scope of the negated main clause: cr. ed.

Poona 12-17.19 prajñãprãsãdam ãruhya aa Socyãõsocato janãn ljagacrschãn
ivãdris¡ho mandabuddûrn avekçate 'Having risen to..., as if standing on a hill, one

looks down upon people who grieve for what is not to be grieved as feeble-minded...'.
The inclusion of the gerund in the scope of the main clause in (7) cannot be explained

by analogy with t'no coordinate finite clauses sharing a negative operator: Nen(VP + VP),
since in Sanslsit and all later stages of Indo-Aryan, the negative operator is nomrally
repeated with each negated coordinated finite verb. Despite its frequent dependence on a
marked modal operator of the main clause, even the Classical Greek aorist participle (cf.
RuZiëka 1963), cannot be elliptically in the scope of a negative operator of the main clause.

Since thepotenn'al'dependence' on the mood and certain (othed opentors of the main
clause is not something affected by the context, it is a syntactico-semantic featu¡e of the
gerundial clause and so an inherent categorial featu¡e of the gerund, by which it conuasts

with other non-finite forms in Sanskrit as well as Indo-European at large. It explains why
the gerund cannot ahvays be paraphrased by a preærital conjunctive participle even when it
expr€sses a proceding action performed by the subject or Actor of the main clause.

On the other hand, the acûail scory of the modal and other operaton of the main clause

co-varies with the semantic and pragmatic function of the gerundial clause. When the

l0 As observed by Rau (1963, p. 160), the æxt is obviously com¡pt, cf. Dhp 28: pemid.'ñ eppe-
¡¡ide¡r yrdi rud*i pe+dico I prããipisidro iruyir rsoto soti¡iô pejern I pebb*r-
ç¡ho ve biûrnûrrg+he dhiro bile rvettbrti ll '"lVhen the wise man puts off sloth by zeal,
ascending the high tower of wisdom, he gazes sonowless upon the sorrowing crowd below, Himself
wise, he looks upon the þorant as one on the mountain-¡rak gazes upon tbe dwellers in the valþ"
(Vaidya 1934, p. 56; cf. Childers 1875, p. xiv ftr. 2).Cf. also Gãndhâri Dhp 119 (Bmugh 1962,p.13Q.
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gerundial clause is topicalized (8) or functions as a propositionally (emporally or circum-
stantially) restrictive qualification of the main clause (9)-(10), it is pragmatically presup-

posed (although not necessarily exprcssive of contexfi¡ally 'given' information) or blocked
from the (elliptically extended) scope of main clause operators. This is seen in that it can be

paraphrased by a subødinate adve¡bial clause or adpositional plrase, cf.:

(8) RV 10.109.67
...brahrnajãyârn pûnar dadu! ll punardãye brahnajãyârir... urugãyám
úpãsate
'...they [= the kings] should give back the brahmin's wife. Having gven/After giving
back the brahmin's wife... they worship the strider.' (* 'They gave back..., and...')

(9) AV 9.4.19
brãhmanébhya çabháö dattvá varíyal kçnute máaa[
'Having given/By giving a bull to the brahmins, one makes one's mind wider.'
(*'One gives a bull to the brahmins and makes one's mind wider')

(10) MBh 5.1222 (ed" Calcuua; cf. ed. Poona 5.35.33)
na devã da+{am ãd:aya r¿tsa¡,ti paSupãlavac
yarir tu ratsitu¡¡ iccha¡ti buddhyn sarirvibhajaati tarn
'The gods do not prot€ct with a stick (lit. 'having taken a stick') like shepherds;
whom they wish to prorecr, him they endow with intelligence.'
(* 'The gods do not take a stick and protect')

The 'semantic function' of the gerundial clause is also subject to certain aspectual con-
straints: if based on a stative or atelic durative verb, the gerundial clause becomes auto-
matically propositionally restrictive (rather than additive-sequential), inasmuch as states or
activities lacking a natural or expressed end-point are not usually sequenced chronolo-
gically. Similarly when the gerund expresses a mental prccesq the implication is usually
restrictive. But other than these, there are few collocational constraints on these readings,
implying that many gerundial clauses should be functionally ambiguous, cf. the alternative
but contextually inappropriate bracketed readings of (9)-(10).

This functional and operational ambiguity mightprincipally be approached by assuming
constn¡ctional ambiguity, i.e. 'double syntactic analyzability' of genrndial clauses as e.g.
either'embedded'or'not embedded'in the peripheral layerof the main clause, depending
on whether they arc part of the proposition of the superordinate clause or not. Thus the
syntactic stn¡ctur€ of (8)-(10) could be r€pr€senred as [[...Ger...]s:ADv_p ...pred...l5 and
that of (l)-(7) as [[...Ger...]s> [...Pred...]sJs, where S> means 'dependenr, clause.

But to the extent that this is a genuine constructional distincrion, it should be subject o
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certain morphosyntactíc (e.g.linea¡, collocational or inflectional) consraints o¡ it should
display different birectional transformational relatio¡s (i.e. cooccurrence restrictions; cf.
Matthews 1981, p. 6). Othenvise one would have to assign the same stn¡cture to all these

gerundial clauses, viz as subordinate/dependent but unspecified (underdetermined) or
neutralized for'embedding'.

Still another solution has been proposed by Davison (1981, p. 12lff.; 1986, pp. 8, 11)
for Hindi gerundial clauses, which she represents as subordinate to but not constituents of
the main clause: [[....Gd..]sl ...Pred...lsz (cf. 6.3.8). On this analysis, gerundial clauses
are never 'embedded' in the main clause as proper adverbial constituents, while their
semantic interpretation is thought to be fully deærmined by the context, rclative discourse
prominence and conversational inferences. But I do not see how this analysis could
account for the operaúonal ambiguify of (7), which is paralleled in Hindi, cf. (26\-(27).

It will be seen that a propositionally resrictive gerundial clause behaves much in the

same \¡/ay as a finite embedded clause when the main clause is negate4 i.e. it appears as if
presupposed or emphatically/contrastively denied (cf. l0), although unlike a proper
embedded clause or adverbial phrase, it does not seem to allow the contrasting proposition
to be stated (e.g. ??na devã da¡dam ã6ãye raksanri apicu somarir pIwã 'the gods do
not protect having taken a stick but having drunk Soma'). Conversely, an additive-
sequential gerundial clausr- should be elliptically in ttre scope of negation (cf. 7), but this
is never the case in Vedic and early Classical Sanskrit, cf. nã pratltya Éatrün vigadesu
vgsca! 'Having gone against the foes, do not cut them down in slaughters' * (??) 'Do not
go against the foes and cut them down in slaughærs!'

To the extent that negation does not have elliptic scop€ over the gerundial clause, the
additive-sequential reading of the latter is thus more marked than the propositionally
restrictive one. This is also seen in certain fomral constraints: mostly only a propositionally
restrictive genrndial clause can be placed after the superordinate clause or 'incorporated'
within a discontinuous syntagm of the latter:

(11) RV 1.161.3d

...tâ¡i bhrã¿ar ánu vat' kftvy émasi
'...those things, brother, after you, having done, we shall come'
(= 'having done those things [= 'after that'] we shall come after you, brother')

Likewise, the coreferentiality constraint is strict€r fü additive-sequential gerundial clauses,
which usually require that the (implicit) subject of the gerund be coreferential with the
(grammatical) subject or semantic Agent of the main clause, while the propositionally
rcstrictive reading is also compatible with dependence on an oblique (or understood)
Experiencer or Affected Possessor, cf. ( I 1)-( I 2):
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(12) SvU 1.1la
jñätve devarir sarvapãsãpahãni!
'By [one] having come to know god there is a falling offof all [one's] feners'

(13) Svapn.4.6b
smr-Cve smfcvã yãti duhtharh savatva'n
'On constantly remembering, one's grief grows anew'

In terms of distributional differences, it may also be noticed that usually only a restrictive
gerundial clause may be 'embedded' in a non-finiæ phrase with nominal function, e.g.:

(14) Kaut. 3.2.2
kanyãdãnañ taayãn alarùk¡tye brãhmo vivãhaf
'Giving of the girl after adorning her is the Brahman-fomr of mariage.'

These formal constraints do not, however, remove ambiguity or €ven indeterminacy. In
sentences such as (1)-(2) and (4), the gerundial clauses could alternatively be understood
as propositionally restrictive, given that they are interpreted asíndirect speech acts.On the
other hand, when such putative indirect speech acts based on the gerund become as

frequent as they do in later Vedic Sanslqit, this analysis becomes more forced than the one
that allows gelundi¡ì clauses to be ambiguous as to their fi¡nction and scope relations:

(1s) PrU 3.1

tuta eça prãqo inyate tatåam ãyãry asmirir cûanre ã¡mã¡arir vi pravi-
bhajya (S.: pravibhãgam tpvã) tat¡arir precisr.hare (S.: pratitisçhari)...
''Whence is this life born? How does it come into this body? And how does it distri-
bute iself and establish itself?' (Radhatcrishnan 1953, p. 658)
Or: 'How, dividing itself, does it abide?' (RtÞr 1931, p. I 13)

As can be seen from the answer (16), the gerundial clause has actually been understood as
implying a coordinate question, atthough the position of the interrogative after the gerund
might have suggested that it really dominates only the main clause:

(16) PrU 3.4.

yathãsanrãd evãdhikçtãn viniyuötre etãn grãmãn erãa grãrnãn adhitisÍ.ha-
sveti ev¿r¡r evaiga pre+a¡ itartu prãqãtr pgühat pr-rheg ev¿ sarirnidh¡æe
'As a sovereign commands his officers, saying, "you superintend such and such
villages", even so does this life allot the other vial breaths to theirrespective places.'
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Thus it appeafs that while some gerundial clauses are genuinely ambiguous as to Prc-
positional restrictiveness, others are semantically indeterminate ('neutralized') as to this

parameter. Clearly, they would then also be indeterminate as to 'embedding'. This

syntactico.semantic neutralization is largely due to the non-finite form of the gerund, the

reduced 'predicative force' of which is seen in the difficulty of negating, assening or

questioning the interpropositional relation per se. This confers a specifically

backgrounding function to many genìndial clauses:

(17) RV 10.15.6ab

âcyã jänu datsi?aró niçádyemárir yaiÃâm abhi ggaita úfve
'Bending your knee and sitting down to the south, grcet you all this sacrifice

welcome!' (?'Bend your knee, sit down and greet'; ??'After bending your knee and

sitting down...')

The gerundial clauses in (17) a¡e neither contextually given as in (8) nor propositionally

restrictive in the emphatic or pregnant sense as in (9)-(14). This is seen from the fact that

they can be omitted without affecting the main proposition (contrasü 9-14). But unlike the

additive-sequential gerundial clauses in (l)-(7) they are not (necessarily) conceived of as

semantically coordinate with the main slause, i.e. integrated in the modal-operational scope

of the latter. (In a modally unmarked sentence or indirect speech act this would, however

be impossible to ascertain.) In their particular communicative context, they present modally

unmarked and texnally backgrounded it{orttøtion (c'f. 15) that cannot be very well para-

phrased by eiråer (assemive) coo'rdinate or (restrictive) subordinate finite clauses.

This discourse funaion does not follow automatically from the specific semantic context

or partial predictability of these gerundial clauses. Rather it is the overall communicative

context that decides their reading: in a ritual text they would in the same semantic context

have received the sa¡ne additive-æquential function and cmrdinate paraphrase we assumed

for (1)-(7) or at least (3)-(7).

The range of semantic interpretations of a gerundial clause is thus determined by

collocational and pragmatic factors within the limits of the past relative tense and syn-

chronically relevant modal-operational constraints of the gerund. In (8)-(11) it makes morc

sense on the basis of conversational inferences (esp. Grice's maxinr of 'lelevance'; cf.

Levinson 1983, p. l00ff.) to assume that the gerundial clauses are propositionally

re$rictive rather than semantically coordinate with ttrei¡ main clauses, although onty in (E)

do we have contextual support for such an interpretation. On the other hand, in (11)-(14)

this is the only possibte interpretation on formal grounds, while in (15) and (17) as well as

perhaps (l)-(2) it does not make much difference truth conditionally which interprctation

we select, since the information presented by the gerundial clauses is backgrounded or
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could be conceived of as indirect speech acts. On the other hand, the gerundial clauses in
(3)-(7) do not present textually backgrounded (let alone given) information or even
plausible ci¡cumstantial settings for the main proposition, and hence they are naturally
interpreted as integrated in the modal-operational scope of the main clause. On the other
hand, it is only toward the later Middle IndeAryan period that a negative operator of the
main clause may have scope over the gerundial scope, implying that (Z) represents a late
addition to the text of the Calcutta edition. Thus we may conclude that both semantic and
pragmatic as well as certain syntactic factors aflect the interpretation of gerundial clauses.

A son¡ewhat different, but partly supplementive analysis has been suggested by Jeffers
and Kantor (1984; cf. 1.5.o), who differenriate between presupposed, presumed and
asserted gerundial clauses on a prnely functional basis. Most of the above gerundial clauses
(except 6-7) could accordingly be termed logically 'presumed', because they presume
(without necessarily presupposing or asserting) that the described evenr musr be fulfilled
for the (mostly hypothetical) event expressed in the main clause to be carried out.
Presupposed gerundial clauses are by contrast defined as contextually given, but it may be
observed that any temporally restrictive clause is pragmatically presupposed, inasmuch as
its propositon cannot be questioned in that function. The examples (6)-(7) represent rhe
asseftive consecutive reading which may be equated with the above-mentioned additive-
sequential reading and which appears to the fore in Epic and Classical narrative discourse.

This exclusively pragmatic approach does not, however, capture the fundamental
semantic distinction between propositionally restrictive and non-restrictive clauses, which
is operative also for participial and ñnite paratactic clauses, being paralleled on a different
level also by attributive phrases (cf. Seiler 1960). Neither does it say anything about the
operational constraints to which the assertive consecutive reading is subject during different
stages of the language, while the defrnition of 'presumed' gerundial clauses remains
circular, inasmuch as any preceding action could qualify as .prcsumed'.

Regardless of their semantic functions and possible syntactic differentiation, all the
above gerunrliel clauses have at least two syntactic features in common: they are dependent
on a superordinaæ finite or non-finite clause and they are syntactically 'peripheral'
(structurally dispensable) constituents of the sentence. More rarely the gerund functions as
an obligatory or optional complement of manner, completing the sense of the main verù:

(18) Mbhsy. 1.1.3.2 (& passím)
achavã mandütãgarayo'dhikãräh. yarhä ¡randútã utpturyorptutya
gacchaari tadvad adhikãrãÞ

= 'Or the heading rules may be said to have the modon of frogs. Just like frogs move
by jumping and jumping, in the same way the heading rules (move).' I I

l 1 spei¡er (1886, p. 299, f¡. 2): "frogs move by jumping"; Filiozat (1975, p. 420): "Les énoncés
gouvemants sont comme les grenouilles qui avancent par sauts sl¡ccessifs.-
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(19) Vit<rc 18.0 (Southern recension, ed. Edgenon, p. 141)

vitramãrko ¡Itim ullaaghya cãjyaio, na tarosi
'Vikremãrka does not rule his kingdom transgFssing (* having transgressed/while

transgressing) rules of ethics.'

Omitting the (repeated) gerund in (18) would change the meaning of the main verb by

reducing its valency: 'go (to X)' :r 'move by Y'. In (19) the gerundial clause is an ad-

verbial adjunct of manner which differs from a normal ('outer') peripheral gerundial clause

in that it must share its spatio'temporal and circumstantial setting with the main clause:
*'Vikramãrka does not rule his kingdom here/nowadays/in oblivion by transgressing rules

of ethics there/in the future/in happiness'.

In the Epic and Classical language, the gerund appears often as an obligatory com-

plement of a 'prohibitive' or 'drssuasive' particle such as alan 'enough; away with' (cf.

Pãîi¡i 3.4.18) ortin 'what, rfrhy', e.g. alarir rudi¿vã bãle 'No good crying, baby!'.
This construction is compaúble with the assumed instrumental origin of the gerund, but it
is doubdul whether it is thus derived historically.

A peculiar featue of the gerund in these complemental and manner adverbial functions

is its temporal neutralization. It may be asked why were not some of the many non-past or

temporally undifferentiated forms used instead of the gerund in such functions, given that

the basic temporal value of the gerund had already been established as relative past. Since

the æmporally neutralized uses of the gerund appear comparatively late and mostly in non-

regularized or late texts of especially southem provenance (e.g. the Saunaka rccension of
the Athan¡aveda, Vaikhãnasasmãnasütra, Da4din's Dasakumãraca¡ita, the southern recen-

sion of the Vikra¡nacarita and ttre Epics), one would be tempted o look for local Dr¿vidian

influence on this point. Some of these texts show, in fact, other 'Dravidisms', such as

genuinely absolute gerundial consm¡ctions (cf. Caland 1929,p- xüif.). The sporadic final
and cognate instrumental value of the gerund in the Atharvaveda, could, however, also be

syntactic ¡elics or a¡chaisms, reflecting the inñnitival origin of the gerund-

While some of the functional correspondences of the gerund with analogical categories

in other South Asian languages may appear as trivial, others a¡e too speciftc to be conve-

niently dismissed as independent developments. A typical example is the use of the gerund

in connection with 'perfective' (and not only 'stative-habitual') auxiliaries in late Classicat

Sanskrit and Middle and New Indo-Aryan:

(20) Pañc. 1.22 (ed. Kielhorn, p. 91, l. 14)

...tato matsito{{iyt gpte
'...then the fly flew away' Qit 'then the fly having flown went')

Cf.: Hindi: natthi q'gai; Tamil: I pagaatu põyirru
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These preliminary reflections on the various uses and constructions of the gerund show

that we are not dealing simply with an Qndo-European) verbal adverb, indeclinable
participle orinñnitive: The Sanskit gerund constitutes a synchronically and diachronically

unique inflectional categorry, displaying morrphosyntactic and pragmatic fe¿tures that cannot

be fully reconciled with any ottrer IndoErno,pean non-finite category, but which are largely

paralleled by analogical categories in contiguous South and Central Asian languages (cf.

6.5-6.8). This strengthens our doubts about the spontaneous cha¡acter of its syntactico-

semantic development and the synchronic relevance of its insm¡mental nominal origin.

1.2.8. IMPLICATIONS FOR TIIE THEORY OF'CLAUSE LINKAGE

The descriptive f¡amework of this thesis is largely founded on and should have funher
bearing on recent theories of clause linkage as developed in functional syntax (Dik 1968,

1978; Olson 1981; Foley & Van Valin 1984; Van Valin 1984, Foley & Olson 1985,
Haiman & Thompson 1984), systemic gralrrnurr (Halliday 1979, 1981, 19E5), dependency

theory (Nichols 1978a,1978b; 1986) and discourse analysis (e.g. Davison 1981, 1986;

Thompson 1983; Heath 1985; Chafe 1984, Lakoff l9E4, rWiegand 1984).

Given that gerundial sm¡ch¡fes serve to link predications along certain syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic para¡neters, they are to be described as part of the system of clause

linkage. But in o¡der to be able to deal with both frnite and non-finite clauses in a unified
framework without resorting to abstract or unverifiable trans-derivational connections, \re
need a fr¡nctionally based concept of the clause. A promising point of deparnue seems to be

the theory of the layered str¡ctu¡e of the clause as elaborated within the functional theory of
Role and Reference Gramma¡ (Olson l98l; Foley & Van Valin 1984; Van Valin 1984;

Foley & Olson 1985).

According to this theory, a clause is a complex structural unit that consists of (at least)

th¡ee concentrically arranged 'layers', each char¿cterized by oertain structural or functional
elements ('arguments') and 'operators' with scope over that layer. In configurational
languages (such as Sanskriù these layers are mapped onto non-coextensive phrase struc-
tu¡es that enable the embedding of larger units as constituents within smaller ones.

The innermost layer of the clause is called the nucleus. The nucleus contains the most
essential structural or functional element of the clause, the predicate ('predicator' in syste-

mic grammar), which is in the scope of the nuclea¡ operators of '(verbal) âspect',12
'directionality' and 'voice'. The predicate denotes an action or state ofaffain existing in or
through tirne ('process' in systemic grammar) and may be a ñnite or non-finite verb

12 Noæ ltut aspect is a ¡pcursive cåtegory, each layer being capable of superimposing its own aspec.nrat
limis q modifications onto a preceding layer (cf. 3.4).
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(group), or a logico'semantic relation obtaining between the 'co¡e arguments' (actants/

central participans) of the clause, e.g. 'attribution', 'location', 'possession', 'acquisition',

'existence', etc. The nuclea¡ operators are typically ma¡ked in the inflection of the verb or
by affixes, clitics o¡ auxilia¡ies occurring in immediate proximity to the verù stem.

Encompassing the nucleus is the core layer,which contains the obligatory and optional

core argune¿fs of the predicate ('actants', Tesnière; 'nuclear complements', Dik 1978,

1980; 'central participants', Halliday), as determined by the valency or argument slructur€
(logical composition) of the predicate. The co¡e argument that contr,ols corefence under

ellipsis in coordination or clause chaining is calledpivo¡ and is the 'subject' in refercnce-

dominated sysrems, but (usually) the 'Actor' (or single actant of an intransitive clause) in

role-dominated systems, where 'Actor' vs. 'Undergoer' may be realized as Agent,

Effector, Locative [incl. Experiencer, Possessor, Carrier (of property)] or (located)

'Theme', accorrding to the logical structure or semantic composition of the predicate.l3

On the other hand, coreference may operate without a given pragmatic or semantic

pivot, or the criteria for pivothood may be more complex. For example, Sanskrit genrndial

constructions show normally coreference of subject (and also agent, when passive) with

that argument of the main clause or phrase that ranks highest in Actorhood, but this may

be overridden by features of topicality and 'animacy'/'empathy'.14 Since topicality affects

the choice of implicit subject, it may thus be concluded that the pivot in gerundial structures

ispragmatic ratherthan sernantic (cf. 4.2).

The operators whose scope extends over the core a¡e va¡ious manner or process

adverbials (e.g. 'well', 'cleady', 'quickly', etc.) as well as 'deontic modality', referring to

the objertively envisaged ability or necessity/permission to carry out the action (cf. Chung

& Timberlake 1985, p. 246). These operators are g?ically signaled as affixes, clitics,
auxilia¡ies or adverbial elements next to the nuclea¡ operatoß.

Encompassing both the nucleus and the core layer is the (complex'¡ perþlæral layer of

13 The Aco¡ is he¡e defined as that argument of a predicate which expresses the participant which per-
forms, effects, instigaæs or conrols the situation denoæd by the predicaæ, as against the Undergoer,
which expresses the participant that does not perføm, effect, instigaæ or control the situation denoed by
the predicaæ, but rather is affected by it in some way (Foley &, Van Valin 1984, p. 291' capital letters a¡e
used to distinguish semantic roles from synÞctic functions). In æcusative systems the Actor is t¡aically
encodod in ætive clauses as tlrc (opical a¡¡d mostly pivotal) subþt urd tbe Undergocr æ the object of a
tra¡rsitive clause but thc subþt of an intransitive clause, whereas in passive and impersonal clauses tl¡e
mapping is reversed, leading to the foregrounding or topicalization of the Undergoer and/or demotion of
the Acor, cf. I lik¿ hitnlHe pleases ne vs. He is lilæd [by næl. In ergative systems the Acor is typi-
cally encoded in active ransitive clauses as the ergative agent and in intra¡¡sitive clauses it is 'conflaæd'
with the Undergoer, being encoded in the 'absoluúve'case, whereas in 'ud-pæsive' clauses the mapping
is reversed, leading to the foregrounding or topicalization of the Actor and possible demotion of the
Undergoer. Even so coreference operat€s mostly on an accusative basis, i.e. between inransitive U and

tra¡rsitive A rather than between intransitive and transitive U. (Cf. Comrie 1981, ctr. 5ó; Keenan 1985.)
14 Tte animacy/empathy hierarchy is deñned as: l. person > 2. person > 3. person > human > non-
human living being > natural forces > inanimaæ (cf. Del-ancy l98l; Comrie 1981, p. l?8tr).
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the clause, which may contain any non-central participants, ci¡cumstantial arguments ot
adjuncts ('satellite consdftents', Dik 1978), such as spatio-temporal, causal, conditional,
instrumental and simila¡ adverbial qualifications. The periphery is also the domain of the
peripheral operators, which are necessa¡y for conferring full sentencehood (cf. Foley &
Olson 1985, p. 57).ls

The most common peripheral operators are (in the reversed order of peripherality):
'absolute-[relative]tense', 'epistemic modality' (i.e. the subjectively envisaged reality
'status' of the proposition; cf. Chung & Timberlake 1985, p.242f.),'evidentials' (i.e.
source of knowledge, e.g. 'by hearsay', 'personal experience', eûc.) and 'illocutionary
force' or'sentence mood' (e.g. declarative, dfuective, interrogative, narrative/rnemorative,
assertive¡.16 To the extent that these operaton are signaled, they are marked by affixes,
clitics, auxilia¡ies, or adverbial elements surrounding the nuclea¡ and core operaton.

The layered structure of the clause has relevance for clause linkage and certain more or
less language-independent constraints on relative wo¡d order. Thus it is no coincidence in
terms of tl¡e distinct layers of peripheral, core and nuclear operators that the word order in
the English sentence Honcstly, John is supposed to be able to hØe gone abroad cannot
&: *John ís sttpposed to honestty be able to løve gone abroad, where an outer peripheral
operator ofillocutionary force ('honestly') occurs nearÊr to the nucleus ('have gone') than
an inner peripheral operator of evidentiality ('be supposed to'), or *Honcstly, John ís able
to have been stryposed to go abroad, where a core operator of deontic modality ('be able
to') occurs fi¡rther away fr,om the nucleus than a peripheral operator of evidentiality ('be
supposed to').

A clausal (incl. quasiclausal) unit may consist of a nucleus, a nucleus with its core, or a
nucleus with its core and periphery. Morcover, in addition to being elliptic, any layer
(except for the nucleus) may be sfi¡cturally inoomplete, as e.g. in the case of gerundial and
other non-finite clauses, which lack an independent subject and the formal specification for
absolute tense and mood (signaling illocutionary force and/or modality ). Such clauses a¡e

15 Andersson (1974) argues on distributional grounds for a collapsing of the categories of clause a¡rd
sentence, but apparently there a¡e some disnibutional differences, such as tag questions or speech acts
that cannot be applied to 'embedded sentences', except when senænce-final or non-res¡ictive , cf. We
should go on a picnic, becarce kn' t it a beawifttl day! , but not: *Bccause isn' t it a beawifut day, we
sløuld go on a picnic!,*we should go on a picnic, if isn't ít a bcautiful fuy!, +lf isn't it a fuau$ut
day, we shottld go on a pícnic! (cf. Lakoff 1984,p.472ff. arrd \Vinograd 1983, p. ,169).
16 Paher (1986) subsumes on semantic and morphological grounds rhese 'modal' categories into a
simple dichotomy of epistemic vs. deontic modality, treating e.g. the decla¡ative as an (unmarked)
episæmic and ttte imperative as an (unmarked) deontic (or more specifically, 'directive') modål careg6y.
(Cf. Chung & Timberlake 1985, p. 24lff.) In suppon of this anatysis it may be noted that whereas a
peripheral (i.e. 'discourse level') modal operator such as 'frankly' or 'certainly' may have in is scope
both epistemic and deondc modals (e.g. FranVylCertainly, you tnøyltwtst go home), an imperative
clause can contain no further epistemic or deontic modals: *CantMaytltlust go homc! On the other
!and, an imperative may be within the scope of a peripheral or discourse level modal operaror, e.g.
FranklylHonestly, go home!, Go home, won't you!
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here termed 'reduced clauses' in distinction from 'full clauses', though more traditional
theory may prefer to assign only phrasal status to reduced clauses due to their lack of a
NP+VP -structure (cf. Andersson 1974,p.22;HaLhday 1985, p. 192 fn.).

We may no\r approach clause linkage as the combination of different layers of clauses

into complex stn¡ctrres. According to the said theory, any clausal unit may be syntactically
joined to another clausal unit of the same kind, i.e. same structural þer. In other words, a

nucleus may be joined to another nucleus, surrounded by a þartly or wholly) shared core

and periphery, as in 'tight verb serialization' and periphrastic temporaVaspectual conju-

gation, e.g. keep plgJirg tlæ guitar here. Or a nucleus with its cors may be joined to
another nucleus with its (partly or wholly independent) core, together surrounded by a
(partly) shared periphery, as in adverbal complementation and 'loose verù seri*lization' (=

la]syndetic coordination of verb phrases vs. full clauses), e.g. sit hcre p@igg@nd plø)
the guitar when she comes. Or a nucleus with its core and periphery may be joined to
another nucleus with is core and (pattly or wholly independent) periphery as in peripheral

adverbial and coordinate clauses, e-9. she came here wlænland I was plqing the guítar

tlnre. (T?lre juncûlre is between ttre underlined units.)

This gives theoretically three distinct levels of juncture in clause linkage: 'nuclea¡
juncture', 'core junctue' and 'peripheral juncrure'. For example, when construed with an

aspectual auxiliary as a periphrastic verb-form, the gerund would enter a nuclearjuncture,

where all the arguments and op€rators a¡e sha¡ed (21), but when joined to the core layer of
anothe¡ clause as an optional or obligatory complement it would enter a core juncture,

where the superordinate clause lacks sepamte peripheral afguments (22), while, finally,
when joined to the periphery of another clause as a free adjunct it would enær a peripheral

juncture, where the peripheral operators rnay be shared (?3) anrd(U:).

(21) RV r.57.4b
...yé tvãrábhya cárãoasi
'...who constantly keep ourselves to you'
Lit. 'who move about having taken hold of you'

(22) Rm 2.28.2s

tad aladr æ vanarir gawã
'So no good for you going to the forest!'

(23) Rv 10.15.6ab

âcyã jáau datgi,¡ató aiçádyemárir y$l;á,m abht g¡oita víSve

'Bending your knee and sitting down to the south, nìay you all bid this sacrifice

welcome!'
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(24) RV 10.1Ió.s

?r:lÅcyi Éárrú¡ vigadésu vr,3ca
'Go against the foes and chop them down in slaughters!'

Apart from the level of 'juncture', the theory differentiates between diffe¡ent kinds of
nenß or syntactic connections berween the joined clausal units Çnncrs). The juncts may
be simply coordinated or juxtaposed with or without some connector, as in the asyndetic
("paratactic") chaining of clauses or verbs with shared peripheral operators and core
arguments. Or one junct may be embeddcd as an argument or constituent of a certain layer
of the other, as €.9. an adverbial adjunct or nominal adverbal complement that is sensitive
to the sa.me synurùtic processes as a single adverb or noun in that function.

This gives a theoretical distinction berween 'embedded' and 'non-embedded' core-layer
and peripheral-layer juncts, wher€ 'embedded' is not used in the traditional transforma-
tional (i.e. 'trans-derivational' sense), but with the meaning 'functioning as an argument
of', thus roughly corresponding to the concept of 'rank shift' in Hallidayan systemic
granrmar (cf. Halliday 1979; 1981; 1985, p. 1o2ff.\.

As seen in the prcvious section, this distinction might be evoked to differentiate between
'embedded' and'non-embedded' (peripheral) gerundial clauses, according to theirfunction
and operational relations. But the problem is that the syntactico-semantic function and
scope relations cannot always be determined dichotomically in non-finite structures (cf.
14)' although they are subject o certain system-specific constraints that must be considered
in the theory. There is thus a large amount of indeærminacy or neutralization inherent in the
system we a¡e trying to desc¡ibe. (Cf. the discussion on gramm¿¡ical indeterminacy in
Matthews 1981, p. l7ff.)

Apart fiom embedding, also va¡ious dependency relations affect the connection. Some-
what enlarging the original theory, one could differentiate between morphological, lexical,
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic dependency (cf. Nichols rgTgu 197gb and Van Valin
1984). Morphological dependency refers to rules of agreement or sross-reference between
constituents of a construction (as defined on semantic and syntactic grounds) and is ma¡ked
on either the modifrer or the head or both (cf. Nichols 1986). Being indeclinable, the
gerund shows no morphological dependency, contrasting thus with the participles, but
agreeing with the inñnitives.

Syntactic dependency refers to mutual word order constraints or distributional
constraints on elements that a¡e capable of forming 'minimal utterances, (= minimal seg-
ments in the dependency tree). A genrndial or simila¡ non-finite clause is distributionally
dependent on a superordinate clause or phrase, without which it cannot occur in a
strucnrally complete sentenc€, while nuclear and certain coreJayer gerunrrial consüuctions
also show word order constraints in relation to the superordinate junct (gerund + auxiliary,
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ata¡n + gerund). On the other hand there is no syntactic dependency between the gerund

and the controller (pivot), since the latter is rßveÍ a syntacticalþ necessary element of the

genrndial clause, being recoverable from the superordinate clause.

Semantic dependency is at hand when some characteristic or action is predicated of an

argument by a predicator, the former being semantically dependent on the latter. For

example, unlike a non-copredicative adverbial, a copredicative complement/adjunct ú con-

junctive participle predicates something about its 'contÐller' or nominal head. Thus, the

sentence Hgwallced along happy entails that he was happy, whereas the sentence ¡/e
walked along happily does not entail that he was happy (cf. Nichols 1978, p. 328).

By this token, there is semantic dependency between the gerund and is controller as in
a copredicative construction. On the other hand, there is no semantic dependency between

the gerundial clause and the main clause, unless the former functions as a restrictive

adverbial adjunct or nominal complement of the latter, cf. (9)-(14), (18)-(19), (22).

Pragrnatic dependency refers to constraints on coreference and dependence on operatoß

like tense, mood and modality. For example, ellipsis of subject in a non-initial coordinate

clause entails dependency not only on the subject but also on the illocutionary force, tense

and modality of its conjunct (e.9. Did he work and tüd ltcl eat lnppily?). Likewise,

additive-sequential genrndial clauses are pragmatically dependent on thei¡ main clauses.

The basic tenet her€ is that there are not just wo formally different types of syntactic

connection between clauses, as assumed in traditional grammatical theory. Apan from

'subordination' (i.e. 'embedding') and 'coordination' (i.e. linking of independent clauses),

the functional theory of clause linkage provides for an intermediate type of nexus, viz

cosubordination (Olson 19E1), where one clause is in sorne way or other dependent on the

other, but not embedded as a constituent part of it.
Typical examples of 'cosubordination' a¡e non-restrictive relative clauses and various

correlative and contrastive clauses, which a¡e not syntactically embedded within any layer

or constituent of the superordinate clause (cf. Huddleston 1984, p.379'), e.g. I stayed at
home whereas she went out :W-k¡gøtsln went out I stayed at lzome, contast: I stayed at

Itome and sIæ went out, but noc *Aúl stayed at lømc, she went out.

This model has been worked out mainly on the basis of Australian aboriginat languages,

which show a remarkably transpa¡ent structure with respect to the above parameters of
clause linkage independently of the param€ter of finiteness. But if applied to e.g. Indo-

European languages, this model is liable to impose (formal) syntactic differentiations where

there a¡e none, while at the same time neglecting differentiations or paramet€rs that are of a

more subtle narure. Particularly significant is the largely pragmatically conditioned use of
the contrast between finite and non-finite sBuctur€s in most Indo.European languages. As
pointed out earlier, many peripheral or juxtaposed non-fïnite clauses are formally quite

indeterminaæ as to the above parameters of embedding and dependency (cf. Matthews

1981, p. 234), while this very indeterminacy is part of their specialized discou$e function.
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For example, we know on pragmatic grounds that the juxtaposed dependent non-finite
clause in the sentence Tlæ headmaster resigned in September, dying before tln end of ttæ
year (Htddleston 1965, p. 584) can stand only in an 'addirive-sequential' and hence
syntactically non-embedded relation to the main clause. This is supponed by comparison
with Swedish and German, which do not use such non-finite clauses with 'additive-
sequential' value unless there is a closer logical connection berween the events. Thus the
above sentence can only be translated by two coordinate finite clauses into Swedish:
Rektorn avgick i september och dog (not: *dõende)fõre åre* stut.

But note also that given a finite paraphrase of this sentence, the continuity of topic and
modality across the clauses demands that the subject of the latter conjunct be elliptically
omined: Tln lvadt¡taster resigned in September and he died before the end of the year and,
Rekorn ngíck i september och lnn dogföre årets slut are not appropriate paraphrases of
the above sentence, because in not showing zero-anaphora of subject theyimplyno modaf
or logical cohesion benveen the proposiúons. Non-finiteness in peripheral clauses may
thus be used as a system-specific device to achieve referential and logical cohesion between
clauses and 'compactness' ofexpression, corresponding to some extent to zero-anaphora
(ellipsis) of subject in finite structures rathe¡ than to embedding (which is another potential
function; cf. Tikkanen 1987).

The interpretation of a peripheral non-finite clause is largely determined also by the
lexical contexL If we exchange the verb of the non-finite clause in the above sentence for a
stative or durative one (or even a dynamic mental p¡ocess verb), the 'transitivity' or
'kinecity' of the non-fi.nite clause is rcduced and at the same time is potential for expres-
sing an additive(-sequential) connection des¡eases. Then the non-finite clause is naturally
(re)interpreted as a ci¡cumstantially restrictive qualification of the main clause, cf. The
headmaster resígncd in september, wíshing to dcvote alt Ns tittæ ø hß fuok(ibid.).

On the other hand, all peripheral non-finite clauses cannot be disambguated on the basis
of the lexical or even pragmatic context, cf. John mentioned sot¡lßthing about tlæ heat
[whilelthenJ taking off hß jacket. There is nothing in the lexical or (necessarily) previous
context here that would determine the reading of the non-finite clause. Yet for the sentence
to be ñrlly understood, the non-finite clause must be interpreted either as a propositiona¡y
restrictive or non-restrictive element as indicated by the alternative glosses in square
brackets and by obvious prosodic differences (cf. euirk gL at. lg7z,s 1l.4gff.).

It may now be asked whether it is necessary to postulare different (surface) syntactic
stn¡ctures for these interpr€tations. To the extent that the preposed position of the non-fi.nite
clause is mostly available only with the propositionally non-restrictive reading, this would
seem to be so in some cases. A simila¡ ¡esult was obtained in Chafe's sCIdy (1984), where
a differentiation lvas made betrreen 'bound' and 'free' finite adverbial clauses in English,
on the basis of their position and how tightly bound they are to the main clause by proso-
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dic or orthographic criteria. The paradigm example of semantic and syntactic ambþity in
complex strucrures a¡e the Scandinavian sd-clauses, which exhibit most of the unique

properties of Scandinavian main clauses when signifying non-restrictive or 'coordinate-

like' cause and effect-relations ['A and so also B'], but not so when signifying restrictive

final cause ['A so as to B'], while formally neutral constructions are disambiguated only þ
intonational means (Fretheim 198 1).

Unforn¡nately, word order has little distinctive function in Sanslrrit gerundial structures,

and there are no means of ascertaining intonational patt€rns outside the partly pragnatic and

paftly structurally conditioned use of pluti, i.e. vowel lengthening (cf. Stn¡nk 1983)'

which has no relevançe in disambigttating gerundial sructures-

On the othe¡ hand, there a¡e in most Indo-European languages certain sysæm-specific

restrictions on using a juxtaposed peripheral non-finite vs. near-synonymous finite clause

in modally or operationally marked contexts. These restrictions have not yet been con-

sidered in the above theory of clause linkage, where ttrey would introduce a wholly new

paramater in the sysæm of nexus.

As pointed out in 1.2.4, English perfect or present participial clauses cannot in normal

style be used with additive-sequential value if the main clause is operationally marked, i.e.

expresses a command prohibition, Supposition, wiSh, question, negation, eto., cf. ?The

lnaùnaster did not resign in September, dying before the end of tln yearlHøtíng resignzd

in September, tlæ læadnnster did ¡tot díe before the end of tleyear *Tlv head¡naster did

not resign in September and die before the end of tln year. Qn the other hand, even under

the propositionally restrictive reading such non-finite clauses are operationally more

constrained than the corresponding frnite embedded clauses, which a¡e in the scope of the

main clause and subject to contrastive negation, etc. Thus: Tlß hcadnaster did not res¡gn

in September, because he wístæd to dante all hß time to hk book, bW becawe ln hoped

to get some resf, rather than:The head¡naster did rct resign in September, wíshíng to

dcvote aII hß ti¡ne ø his book,but tøpíng to get some res¡. Such non-finite clauses a¡e

not conrmon in answers to questions about time or cause, wherc the interpropositional

relation is speciñcally foregrounded or topicalized. Thus: [He did it] because he wßlvd ø
devote alt his time to hís book rather than: tile did itl wishing n devote all his tir¡u to his

book as an ans\iler to: Why did tlv lnadtruster resígn?

These operational and semantic constraints show that a peripheral non-finite clause is

not always syntactically on a par with an adverbial phrase or embedded subordinate clause

even when it is propositionally restrictive (cf. Davison's analysis of the Hindi gerund). But

also when additive-sequential it may differ from a finite cosubordinate clause in not being

dependent on the operators of the main clause. Such system-specific constraints foltowing

from non-finiten€ss, block the occrurence ofjuxtaposed non-finite clauses in modally and

operationally ma¡ked contexts as potential paraphrases of either coordinate or subordinate

fïnite clauses, assigning to them a mainly backgrounding discourse function.
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This phenomenon, which is common in modern and classical European languages (cf.

Fox 1983), has been explained by Thompson (1983) in terms of the semantic vagueness of
the ¡elation expressed by juxtaposed non-finite clauses. Their non-comrnittal logico.
semantic relation to the main clause makes them especially frequent in 'depictive' nanative

discourse, which contains the grcatest amount of non-fïnite clauses una¡nenable to para-

phrase by either coordinate or subordinate finite clauses.. But simila¡ vagueness we find
between many finite clauses in asyndetic linkage, while even the clauselinking conjunction
'and' is extremely versatile in most European languages. The backgrounding effect of non-

finite vs. nea¡-synonymous fïnite clauses in additive-sequ"n6¿¡ linkage is thus ultimately
linked with their reduced degree of modal-operational inægration in the sentence sructure,
and this may be a consequence of their nominal origin and reduced predicative force.

However, these operational constraints are language-specific and liable to change over
time, being also somewhat genre-bound. As was seen in 1.2.4, the early Vedic gerund is
operationally more eonstrained and hence more confrned to expressing backgrounded,
given or predictable information than the later Vedic and Classical gerund (5-7), which may

sha¡e an interrogative and wen negative operator with tlte main clause:

(25) Sat.-tr. (Nitisataka) 1.3.97 (quoted fom Böhtlingþ Ind- Spr. n:3362)
tri¡etrarü tas tyatcvã dhanalavam¿dãndharir pranamati
'Who abandons the Three-Eyed one and bows before a man blinded by the intoxi-
cation of a trifling fortune?'

The relaxation of the operational constraints has continued in Middle and New Indo-Aryan.
Thus the Hindi and the other New Indo-Aryan languages allow several marked operators to
simultaneously extend their scope over a peripheral (and esp. core layer) genrndial clause:

(26) kemcand: Godãn, p. 17,l. 9f.
use dãçtar boti: ab god se ¡r¿rtar pãv-pãv tyõ aahï calti

(s)he-on scold<o said-pøurcw lqfromdescend-co foot-foot wþ not go-Farl
'She said scoldingly to her: "Why do you not now get down from (daddy's) lap and
walk on your oriln feet?"'

(27) Premcand: Godãn, p. 239,1. llf.
vai tabhi us te üpari vilãs-ãvara¡ to chedtar us te
(s)ln arcr (sftwcan outer pløy-cover oN pierce-GD (s)hecw
a¡rtahtaran t¿t ra pahûc sati thi
inturorgan utttíl ttot reach can-putpEøF-FEwrc

'She had never been able to pierce his superficial playful exterior and reach his hearr'
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It would be quite impossible to render these gerundial clauses by non-finite or subordinate

clauses (at least in similarly unma¡ked style) in any Ernopean language. This development
(as well as the relaxation ofthe coreferentiality constraint, relative past tense and perhaps

also stictly active voice) has graduetly brought the Indo-Aryan gerund typologically more

in line with the (Old and Modem) Dravidian past verbal participle, which may have the
additive-sequenti¡l reading in any modal-operational context, cf.:

(28) KT 130.1

nila¡ totrup pukãar
earth dig-wttem eûer-NEG.HAB3SG

"He will not dig up the earth and enter it" (Hart 1979, p. 65)

"He just cannot have dug up and entered the ea¡th." (Ramanujan 1971, p. 58)

In general it appears that the more constrained a language is for combining finiæ clauses in
a sentence, the less constrained it is for letting the operators of the finite main clause be

elliptically transferred to any non-finite clause that does not function as a temporally or
circumstantially restrictive qualification.

Thus e.g. in Japanese as well as many Altaic and Dravidian languages there are rather

strong formal and semantic restrictions on the combination of finite (i.e. modally and

temporally fully specified) clauses in a sentence. In languages of this qrpe, finiteness of
verb typically signals sentence juncture and change of speech act or shift of deictic center,

while non-finiteness may to that extent be either a means of embedding or simply an

analogue to ellipsis of ¡edundant or repeated elements across sequenced clauses.lT
Adopting Kiparsky (1968), we could define such forms as temporally and modally
neuralized corresponding semantically to the Sanskrit injunctive, which may take its tense

and mood from a conjunct verb.

Moreover, in the absence of a systematic coding of the scope relations anüor the inter-
propositional semantic relation, this may lead to large-scale ambiguity of non-finite clauses,

depending on whether they are conceived of as in the modal-operational scope of the

superordinate clause or not, just as a modifier may have scope over various layen of a
coordinate expression (e.g. old [men and wonæn] or [old men] and women).

This was seen in the case of the modem Indo-Aryan gerund and the Dravidian verbal
participle, which behaves much in the same way as e.g. the (modem) Tr¡¡kish, Mongolian
and Japanese 'copulative' or'perfective' gerunds (cf. Jansþ 19f, p. 107ff.; Lewis 1967,

p. 177f.: Schulz 1978, p. 128; Grønbech & Krueger 1955, p. 29f.; Sansom 1928, pp-

106f., 139, 175f.,324ff.; Lehmann & Faust 1951, p. 57). Cf. the following Japanese

l? Cf. I¡ngacre's (1985, p. 238) gross typological classification of clause linkage as either of the 'ce
ranking' or 'chaining' t¡pe. Tbe fømer t¡pe implies the combination of units of syntactically equal rank
(e.g. full clauses), rl¡e latær r¡nits of different rank (e.g. reduced+full clauæs).
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examples (Kuno 1973,p- 201ff.):

(29) uwagi o ¡uide ftangaa ai take aasai!
jacket oN strípaD hanger on lnng ur
(Lit. = 'Having uken offyourjacket, hang it on a hanger!')
'Take off your jacket and hang it on a hanger! ' (S6srì + S)n,fp

Or: 'llaving taken offyourjacket, hang it on a hanger!' (tSceR] S)nfp

(30) John w¿ uregi o nuide laagaa ni tatemashit¡ ta?
John rop jacket oN stríp-cD langer on hang-een A
'Did John take off his jacket and hang it on a hanger?' (S6s¡ + S)q
Or: 'Taking off his jacket, did John hang it on a hanger?' (tSceR I S)q

(31) Joh¡ wa uwagi o ¡uide haagaa ni tateoata¡ta.
Iohn rop jackct oa strip-eo lnnger on lang-ttwetst
'John did not tåke off his jacket and [did not] hang it on a hanger.' (ScR+Sh¡Ec

Or: ??'John, having taken off his jacket, did not hang it on a hanger.' ([SceR] S)NE6

Due to the lack of finite coordinate clauses in sequential linkage, the normal way of
sequencing propositions (inespectively of their modal and operational value) in Japanese is
by using such 'suspcnsive' (chunshïkei) or'conjunctive' (ren'yoo-kzfl non-finite forms
(-te ,-ø) with æmpcal and modal dependence on ttre finite verù or main clause:

(32) sono michi o hidari e it¡e çu&iataae migi e orire rnasstrgu oide nasai
'Go to the left on thar street, and having got (on when you have got) to the end of it,
turn right and go straight ahead!' (Marrin 197 5, p. 47 9)

Note that the gerund suki+e¡at-te, which can be paraphrased and translated by a

temporal clause '(after) having reached the end', ranks relatively lower in transitivity or
kinecity and discor¡se prominence (information value) than the formally identical gerundial
clauses ...it-ce 'having gone...'and...ori-ce 'having turned...', which hence cannot be
paraphrased or ranslated by temporal clauses or phrases.

This confirms the previous point, viz that when there is a choice be¡¡,een a finite and a
non-finite constn¡ction for a certain semantic function, the non-finite consm¡cdon is con-
strained to abackgrounding discourse function according tothe languagelsystem-specific
constraints on its rnodal-operational íntegration which may be different for non-restrictive
and rcstrictive relations. In non-restrictive relations operational integration implies ellíptic
transfer of main clause operators, in resuictive relations it means contrastive transfer of
main clause operators (which hence have scope over the non-finite clause but not over the
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main clause itselÐ. The Indo-Aryan gerund shows greater operational integration in non-
restrictive additive-sequential linkage than in temporally/circumstantially restrictive linkage,
implying that it may replace a coordinate clause more freely than a subordinate clause.

\\e level of operational íntegration provides thus a typologically relevant parameter for
distinguishing non-finite constructions in various languages or systems. In other words, it
is not enough to define a non-fi.nite fo¡m or construction in terms of its temporal, aspectual,
interpropositional and coreferential features Without knowing the inherent constrainrs on
its elliptic and conrastive operational integratability we do not know rhe conditions under
which it may paraphrase or translate finite subordinate and,/or coordinate clauses.

1.3. CORPUS

V/hen describing some features ofa 'dead' literary language such as Sansk¡it it is possible
to use only written and more or less pre-edited documents fo¡ data. It is therefore essential
that the corpus is as representative and exhaustive as possible, especially if the object of the
study is to describe all major periods and genres of that language.

Previous analyses of the Sanskrit gerund and its various systems have drawn material
from a rather limited number of texts (mainly $gveda, Black Yajurveda, Satapatha- and
Aitareyabrãhm¿n¿L pa¡ts of the Epics and major Purãlas, Kãlidãsa's and Bhãsa's dramas,
Pañcatanra, Hitopadela and Kathãsaritsãgara). Although much valuable dara have already
been made available and variously analyzed in ea¡lier (but somewhat scattered) accounts
(cf. 1.5.8-), there are several neglected or insufficiently studied texts which I have added
to the co{pus, e.g. Sâmaveda, Atharvaveda (Saunaka- and Paippalãda-sarirhitã), Vãjasa-
neyisarirhitã, the principal Upani¡ads, Srauta- and G.rhyasùrras, technical Sùtras and
Tanric texts, eady Sansk¡it inscriptions, etc. The main stress has been on Sanslcrit texts
that were composed in the Old or Early Middle Indo-Aryan period, which is why e.g.
Purã4as and Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit texrs do not figuæ very prominently in the coqpus.

As for comparative and typological data on Middle and New Indo-Aryan and other
Indo-European and non-Indo-European languages, I have relied mainly upon secondary

material,lS which has been revised and extended especially for Hindi and Old Tamil.

18I.a. Hendriksen's analysis of Pali non-finite syntax, Sukuma¡ ar¡d Subhadra Sen's studics of hakrit
syntax, Chæterji's diach¡onic study of Bengali, Schumacher's, Dwarikesh's and Davison's studies of thc
Hindi gerund, Grierson's, Konow's and Morgensdeme's accounts of Da¡dic, Nr¡ristani ar¡d Eastern Iranian
languages, Reichelt's, Spiegel's and Benveniste's accounts of Avesran, Wackernagel's, Humben's,
Schwyzer's, Chantraine's and t{aas' sn¡dies of Greek (and latin) synùax, Aalto's and Risch's analyses of
the Latin gerund and gerundive, Sieg's (& al.), K¡ause's and W. Thomas' accounts of Tocha¡ian,
Zubaty's, Endzelin's, Gater's and Eiche's accounts of Baltic, Lorimer's and Berger's accounß of
Burushaski, Bray's, Bloch's, Winfield's, Emeneau's, Arden's, Andronov's, and Steever's accounts of
modem Dravidian, Pinnow's and several Indian schola¡s' accor¡ns of Mund4 Lalou's, Jäschke's, Porrcha's
and P, Andersen's accounts of Tibeto-Burman, etc. In the abaence of more detailed deæriptions, a general
sou¡ce of data on modern Indian languages has been Grierson's and Konow's Linguistic Survey of Ind.ia
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The following is a list of the Indo-Aryan and Old Dravidian texts that constitute the
principal corpus ofthis study:

Earlt¿ Vedic literature (ca. 1200-700 8.C.t200)

$ksarirhita, Saunaka- and Paippalãda-sa¡irhitã, Maitrãyaq¡-, Taittirlya- and Kãrhaka-
sa¡irhitã (merical passages, i.e. mantras)i Vãjasaneyi-sarhhirã

Middle Vedic literature (ca. 800400 B.C.)
Black Yajurveda (prose passages, i.e. brãhmaf'as), Aitareya-, Jaiminiya- and
Satapathabrãhmana; Aitareya-ãranyaka, B¡had-ãralyaka-upani¡ad, Chãndogya- and
Taittiriya-upanigad

Late Vedic literature (ca. 500-200 B.C.)
Sankhayana-, Jaiminiya- and Ãsvalãyana-srautasütra; Gobhila-, À,svalãyana- and
Mãnava-g'hyasütra; Ka¡ha-, SvetãSvata¡a- and Prasna-upan\ad; B¡haddevatã;

Epic literature (ca. ?500 B.C.-500 A.D.)
NaIa- & Sãviui-upãkhyãna and Bhagavadgitã; excerpts from Rãmãyana

Early Classical Sanskrit literature (ca. 100-400 A.D.)
(excerpts from Patañjali's Mahãbhãgya); Sanskrit inscriptions from 150-500 A.D.;
Buddhacarita (Asvaghosa); Mãnava- and Ãpastamba-dharmasüra; Vaikhãnasa-smeÍa
sútra; Susrutã; Vãtsyãyana-kãmasftr¿; KaudEya-arthasestra; Tantãkhyãyikã

Middle Classical Sanskrit literature (ca.400-700 A.D.)
Svapnavãsavadattã, Pratijñãyaugandharãyaga (Bhãsa); M¡cchakaçike (Südraka);
Abhijñãnasakuntalã, Vikramorvasi; MeghadEta, gtusarirhãra, Raghuvarirsa (l-5)
(Kãlidãsa); RatnãvaE, Priyadarsikã (Harsa); KãvyãdarSa, DaSakumãracarita (Dandin);
Aphorisms (Bhanfha¡i's Satakarayam)

Late Classical Sanskrit literature (ca. 70G1500 A.D.)
Kürmapurãr,ra, exceqpts from Visnu-, Brahma- and Bhãgavata-purãfa; Kãsyapasarirhitã;

Kathãsaritsãgara, Pañcatanrra, Hitopadesa, Vetãlapañcavirirsati, Sukasaptati
Middle Indo-Aryan literature (ca. 250 B.C.-700 A.D.): Asokan inscriptions; Pãli Jãtakas

and Dhammapada; the Prakritpassages of (the above-mentioned) Classical d¡amas
New Indo-Aryan literature

Premcand: Godãn (1936)

Old Tamil literature (ca. 200 B.C. - 500 A.D.)
excerpts from Pu¡anãg[gu, Aiirkugnt¡u, Kuguntokai, Cilappatikã¡am

The editions referred to are specified in the references. When a passage has been quoted
from a secondary source as based on some identified or unidentified edition (noted as
'quoted from/according to X'), I have maintained the given reading (with normalized trans-
literation) and reference (ifthere is one), except when I have not been able to ascerrain the
original edition, in which cases I have uied to provide cross-references [in square brackets]
to some better known (critical) edition.
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1.4. NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY

The gerund has appeared under a number of denominations in Vy'estern and Indian Sanslait

studies.l9 The Paninean tradition refers to it simply by the term 'ktyi', which simulta-

neously æpres,ents its prosodic featurcs and basic morpherne (-tvã), the major allomorph

being known as 'lyap' (for which Vopadeva's Mugdhabodha has 'ttvãc' and'yap').
But, of course, convenient as these tenns are formally, they give no hint about either

meaning or use. It may, howeve¡ be noted that commentators (e.g. Bhavatrãta on JSS

1.5.1) have been known to refer to 'tsvã' also semantially as 'paurvakãlitapratyayaþ'
(= 'having the suffix indicating temporal priority of action'; cf. ex. 213).

The basic problem in choosing a sufficiently universal and transparent name for this

caregory is that its formal, syntactic, semantic and etymological features point in different

directions. Formally, the gerund is indeclinable, explaining the indigenous classification of
the gerund with the infinitives and verbal adverbs as an 'avyaya'. However, syntactically

it often resembles a conjunctive or absolute participle, accounting for the early and still
conìmon European temrs: 'adverbiaVindeclinable/conjunctive participle' (cf. Carey 1806,

p. 155f.; Wilkins 1808, p. 434ff.; Frank 1823; LSI; Masica 1976,p.109ff.).
The problem with these terms is that Indo-European 'paniciples' are adjectival, unless

adverbialized in a fossilized case form (like the Baltic and Slavonic genrnds and Modern

Greek adverbial participle). The epithet 'conjunctive' is of no help, because almost any

participle may be construed conjunctively, which is not the only construction of the

gerund. Neither can one accept Schlegel's (1820, p. 124f.) arguments for considering this

an 'absolute participle', because in its nomral use it is simply not absolute.

The term 'gerund' was first used in this context by Franz Bopp (1816, pp. 43-58),

who compared the allmorphs in -wã and -(tþa formally and syntactically with the (instru-

mental) ablative of the t¡tin gerund C¡do). Bopp's term has been adopted by several

schola¡s, e.g. Speyer (1886, 1896), rffhitney (1879,1889), Wackernagel (1920), and it is
also commonly used for the Slavonic and Baltic adverbial or indeclinable participles, which

are peuified paniciples with copredicative consruction (cf. Kurylowicz 1973, p. 83Ð.

The most co¡nmon objection against the temr 'gerund' is that unlike the Latin gerund,

the Sanslait gerund is not connected with a proper gerundial paradigm, unless \ve may

postulate a defective Vedic gerundial-infinitival paradigm (-tun, -tv¡, -tave, -to$). On

the other han{ the lack of a synchronically valid paradigm has not prrevented the use of this

term in some form or other for the sporadic rcflexes of the ablaúve case of the otherwise

extinct Iatin genrnd in the Romance languages (cf. Aalto 1949, p.73ff.).
In other words, given that the gerund once belonged to a defective infinitival-gerun¡lial

paradigm, the ærm 'gemnd' should have at least the same justificæion in Sanskit as it has

19 For a discussion of the terminology in a targer areal framewo¡t, see lvfasica (196, p. l09ff.).
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in the Ro¡nance languages. Moreover, the ablative of ttr (Classical) L.atin gerund was often
used as a verbal adve¡b, and, as such, this term has been used to designate syntactically
analogous non-finite categories in many of the world's languages, e.g. Japanese, Altaic,
Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman and Slavonic. If there has been abuse of this term, it is in
English gn¡rnma¡, where 'gerund' may stand for a plain action noun with nominal function
and rection (cf. Huddleston 1984, p. 312ff.; see 1.5.N).

According to a different tradition that stresses the non-adnominality or indeclinability of
this form, it is called 'absolutive' C'Absolutivlum]", "l'absolutif'). This term, which
originated a¡ound the middle of the nineteenth century in generally anti-Boppian German-
speaking circles (cf. Boller 1847, Benfey 1852a, p. 424ff.'¡, is also reminiscent of
Schlegel's (1820) and Frank's (1823) cumbersome nomenclature (þarticipium praeteriti
indeclinabile (adverbiale, absolutus)."

This term has been widely used especially by the Neogrammarians for corresponding
categories in other Indo-European languages as well. But while it has had the undeniable
advantage of being unambiguous, it is semantically rather misleading. Another problem is
that 'absolutive' has acquired quite a different meaning in modern linguistics, viz as

denoting the case of the 'intransitive subject' and 'transitive object' in ergative languages.

Although not entirely satisfactory and unambiguous, the term 'gerund' thus appears to
be more neutral and convenient than any other current na¡ne for this category. The only
denomination that could comp€te with it is 'verbal adverb' (Söhnen 1985), but the latær is
inconvenient, since u,e cannot very well derive an adjectival phrase from it (e.g. 'verbal
adverbial clauseþhrase'). Moreover, some of the categorial features of the gerund a¡e not
compatible with verbal adverbs in o¡he¡ Indo-European languages (ct 1.2.4).

I.5. SURVEY OF RESEARCH

The following briefchronological survey ofresea¡ch is included to facilitate subsequent
references and discussions. The focus is on the various theories on the syntax, semantics
and etymology of the gerund.

r.5.A. THE PANINEAN TRADITION

Pa'!ini's AçFdhyayr classiñes the gerunds with the inñnitive(s) among the category of in-
declinables ('avyaya'). The affixes of the gerunds ('ttvã', 'ly^p' and 'gamul') and
infinitive ('tunun') belong to the same class as the personal endings of a finite active verb
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('dp'), which by the rule 3.4.67 ('kartari t¡u') express the case relation ('tãrata') of
'agent' ('tarq'), which according to 3.4.21 (= 33) should be identical for the gerund and

the main verb(al item):

(33) P 3.4.2t
samãnatarqkayo! pürvakãle
'(The affix ktvã is applied to a root expressing that of two actions which) is
situated ea¡lier in time when (two successive actions) have the same agent.'

Kãs: bhuktvã vrajaci; p¡tvã yrajati. dvivacanam ataûtrarn. saãcvã pitvã
bhuktvã dat¿vã vrajati. samãnakarqkayo! iti kin. bhuktavaci brãhma4e
gacchati devadatta$. ptr:vakãle iti kim. vraiati ca jalpati ca.

'Having eaten he goes; having d¡unk he goes. The dual form is irrelevant: "having

bathed and drunk and eaten and paid he goes". rü/hy is it said: "In the case of two

roots having the same agent"? [Because otherwise the absolute locative is used:]

"When the brahmin has eaten, Devadatta goes". IVhy is it said: "to (the root which

expresses an action) occurring ea¡lier in time"? [Because the affix ttyã is not added

to a rcot expressing a simultaneous action:] "He goes and at the same time he talks".'

These somewhat ambiguous grammatical rules gave rise to a long indigenous controversy,

panly due ûo different views regarding whether the ruJc3.4.21should be read with the rule

3.4.67 or not (Murti 1986, p. 5ß).20 This conuoversy has been discussed in consi-

derable detail by Deshpande (1980, pp.47-5511981) and Murti (1986), and the following
summary and reflections draw mainly on these investigations.

Already Kãtyãyana realized ttrat the said affixes cannot denote the same case relation as

the main verb (of the sentence) when there is a difference in voice, e.g. rãne4a grãnrarh
ga¡yã, jîlarth grryaræ'by Rãma (agent 'tartf'), having gone to the village, water (patient:

'karmaa') is d¡unk'. In his supplementive rule to P 3.4.26 he therefore suggested that the

said affixes denote the same case relation as the main finite verb affix, regardless of
whether this relation is agent or patient In other words, the gerund would have to sha¡e the

voice of the main verbal iæm of the complex sentence.

But as pointed out by Patañjali in his comment on P 3.4.26, this solution does not

work, because the case relation denoted by the gerund may still be different ftom that de-

nored by the main verb. Patañjali's solution was that the affxes of the gerund and infinitive
do not denote any case relation at all, but merely verbal action or state as such ('bhãva').

However, this would not account for why, in the standard construction, the gerund is

20 Similatly, with regard to the sense of temporal antecedence of event, the philosophers and
grammarians were at variance whether the expression púrrletãle is to be inærpreted as a óaåuvÌlAi or a
karøadhãraya, in which latter case the rule 3.4.21 would not ordain invariable relaúve past sensc 10

trv- (cf. Murti, ibid.)
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coreferentially constrained at all. Thus, in a sentence like rãmalg grãrnarir gatva jalatil
pibati 'Rama, having gon€ to the village, drinks water', the sharcd (logicat) agent of the
gerund and main verb would be expressed ('abhihita') by the 'tip'-affix of the latter, but
not by the 'twã'-affix, despite the (expected) coreference.

This problem was sensed by several later grammarians and philosophen, and the most
satisfactory solution was offered by the medieval grammarian Bhart¡hri (Veþapadiya
3.7.81-83), whose explanation has boen accepted by the later Paninean radition.

Bhartçhari conceded that the said affixes denote action ('bhãve') rather than agent
('kart¡'), but this, he claimed, does not prevent them from indirectly denoting
('abhihitavat pratãsace') the Qogical) agent by means of a more general syntactic rule
saying that an element simultaneously related to a main action ('pradhãna') and a sub-
ordinate action ('gauaa') abides by the case relation detemrined by the main action.

Translating into more modern terms \rye could paraphrase Bharghari by saying that
constituents higher up in the constituent hierarchy may suppr€ss the form ofcoreferential
constituents lower down. This solution has the advanuge of not postulating deleted
underlying constituents as proposed by the Mrmãösã philosopher Kha?dadeva, whose
method of analysis reminds us of the more or less ¿d åac equi-NP-deletion n¡les of
raditional transfonnational grammar.

However, it may be questioned how well even Bharqha¡i's formalism works in the
instances where the (logical) agent ofthe gerund is e.g. a dative or genitive experiencer,
rather than a nominadve or instn¡mental agent of the main clause.

Another cont¡oversial issue was the temporal value of the gerund. Exceptions to the
sense of antecedence of event were found by both Kãtyãyana and Patañjali in idioms like
ãsyatn wylaóiaya svapiti and catsuh sarirmilya h¡sati. Patañjali comments on these
roughly as follows: 'A superaddition o the general rule is to be provided (for expressions
like) ãsyatñ vy-ad-eyt wepiui, because of the lack of æmporal antecedence (of the action
expressed by ttre gerund in such cases). For fi¡st he sleeps and then he opens his mouth (in
the example).' (Mbhsy. on P 3.4.21, vr. 5: vyãdãye svepiryupasarirtùyiaam
apurvatãlacvit. pürverir hyasau svepiri pascãd vyãdedãti.) However, Kãtyãyana
pointed to the ambiguity of such idioms, as recognized also by patañjali: 'or else nor,
because of the relative post€riority of the sleeping. For certainly he will sleep at least for a
while after opening his mouth' (ibid.: na vã wapaasya evaratãlatvet. avasj¡aß asau
vy-adlaya muhürtan ap1 svaplti).

Curiousl¡ neither Kãtyãyana nor Patañjali seem to have been awa¡e of the inærpretation
that at least to the modern reader would seem more natural than any of the suggested
ones: 'he sleeps with his mouth open', lit. 'he sleeps having opened his mouth'. Similarly:
'he laughs with his eyes closed', lit. '...having closed his eyes'.

Iæss ambiguous exceptions to the sense of antecedence would have been idioms like
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jhanact¡tya pacati 'it falls making [thc sound] jhagac', i.e. "it falls going Bang!" (vt. on

P 3.4.21, see Renou 1947,p.167).
In addition to this basic rule, Pãlini provided some further general rules pertaining to

the use of the gerund(s). Thus, the next rule 3.4.22 prescribes the disuibutive or iterative-

durative repetition ('ãmredita') of either the past or non-past gerund:

(34) P 3.4.22
ãbhrksaye 4amul ca

= 'In ùe repeated form also namul (the non-past gerund) may (in addition to ktvã)
be used to express reiteration (ofaction).'

Kãs.: bhojadr bhojarir/bhukrvã bhukrvã vrajari 'he goes having eaten

rcpeatedly', or: 'he goes eating and eating all the time'

It may be noticed, however, that in the Sanskrit literature, the repeated non-past gerund is
of extremely rare occurrence, while the repeated past gerund is often used to gloss the

simple non-past gerund in the Veda (cf. Renou 1935, p. 367).

The following rule forbids the use of subo¡dinating conjunctions in connection with the

gerunds:

(3s) P 3.4.23
na yady aaãkãnkçe

= 'None (of these forms) is to be used (under the above conditions) in connection
with yad ('when'), unless there is dependence on a superordinate clause.'

Thus one may say yad ayaù. bhuktvã vrajati tato 'dhice 'When he has walked after
eating, then he studies', but not *yad bhutwã vrajati ''When having eaten he goes'.

The following rule refers to a construction of the gerund that does not seem to occur in
the liæ¡ature:

(36) P 3.4.24

vib !ãsãgre prathamapürvefl¡

= '(ktvä and ?anul) are optionally used (under the above conditions) with the

words agre, pracharnam, orpúrvarn ('[at] first').'
Kã$.: agrelprathamamlgürvam vã bhojam/bhukÈve vrajati = 

^g,re 
bhunt¡e

tatah vrajati

These general rules are preceded by a few rules referring to more specific cases. Of
particular interest is 3.4.18, which mentions the idiomatic and originally dialectal use of the
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(past) gerund with dependence on certain particles in expressions of (preventive or
inhibitive) prohibitions:

(37) P 3.4.18
alarirktalvot pratisedhayot prãcãrir krvã
= 'According to the eastern (grammarians), krvã is used in combination with the
particles ¿1ea ('enough') and thalu ('indeed') to express a prohibition.'
Kes.: alaå bãle rudirvã 'No good crying, baby!'

The particle tåalu has been found to occur in this construction only a couple of times in
the literature (e.g. Sisupãlavadha 2.7Q = ex.397,4.4.C; cf. BW, Nachträge, s.v.). On the
other hand, both the interrogative pronoun kirir 'what, why' and the regular prohibitive
particle mã 'don't' a¡e used in this way. Though coûrmon in the Epics and Classical
literature, this originally colloquial construction never ousted the older and fomrally more
cumbersome construction with mä + injunctive (or optative) in Sanslsit

The following rule 3.4.19 is traditionally interpreted as independent, but Speyer (1886,

p. 296 $ 379 Rem. 1) has to my mind presented some rather pertinent arguments for
considering it a continuation or elaboration on the previous one:

(38) P 3.4.19
udicãrir mãno vyatihãre
(Traditional rendering: =) 'According to the no¡them (grammarians) ktvã is used in
connection with the root nãa ('exchange') to express alternation of action.'
KãS.: apamity^ yecace = yãcitvã agtaú.ayate ('having offered an exchange he
begs', i.e. 'he begs in turns')

Speyer assumed that it is the prohibitive particle mã and not the roor mã- that is refe¡red
to, Eanslating: "The eastern grammarians, it is said, teach the use of ala- and khalu in
prohibitions ín exchange for þ instead of (vyacihãre)) mã, prescribed by the Northern
ones." [original emphasis].

This interpretation would, indeed, make more sense in the immediate context. It is also
supported by the absence of any textual verification of the co¡recmess of the traditional
interpretation and by the fact that the verbal root mã- is normally referred to as men and
not nãir, which inva¡iably refers to the prohibitive particle mã.

The last rule of this series ¡efers to the idiomatic use of the gerund of certain verbs of
motion in adpositional (= prc- or postpositional) phrases:
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(39) P 3.4.20

Parevarayoge cL

- '(ltvã) is also used to express what is situated across or ne¿ìr (something or
somebody).'

Kãs.: aprãpya sadi¡ir parvacah sthitaþ, ati&r,mya tu Parvata¡ir ¡adi sthi¿ã

'The mountain is situated before reaching [ = in front ofl the river, but the river is

situated after crossing [= behind] the mountain.'

This construction is somewhat aberrant if analyzú in the normal way, since the (implicit)

subject of the gerund cannot be recovered from among the expressed core arguments

(actants) of the main clause. However, the implicit subject of the gerund can be identified

with the unexpressed 'Observer' (i.e. focus of orientation).

In addition to these rules, there are some 40 rules (3.4.24-64) pertaining specifically to

the use of the non-past gerund in -am ('namul'). Many of these uses a¡e sheer idioms or
lexicalizations, some of which have never been attested in the literature, although they may

have been used in the colloquial. What is peculiar is that the most common type of
forrnation in the Veda (preverb + root + -am, e.g. pra+?ód-an 'pushing away') is not

mentioned (cf. Gune 1913, p. 29). The only cases of some general interest are those

mentioned in the group 3.4.59-&, referring to the adverbial use of both gerunds in con-

structions of the type adverb + kr- 'do' or bhù- 'be(come)', e.g. arcaih+&çyalnicaih
kdramlttcaTs kftvã 'putting down' (cf. Renou 1935, p. 373ff.).

1.5.8. FRANZ BOPP

What with the indigeneous Indian tradition, the gerund was treated in early Western

Sanskit studies as a paradigmatically isolated category corresponding to an adverbial or

indectinable past (active) participle (cf. Caley 1806, p. 155; Wilkins 1808, pp. 473'440 g

736f.). Although Forster (1810, p. 463) and rffilkins introduced Western methods in the

description of Sansk¡it, the first European Sanskritist to completely break away from the

tradition was Franz Bopp.

Not satisfied with having a paradigmatically isolated 'indeclinable participle' in an

otherwise so highly inflected language, Bopp suggested already in his pioneering work,

Über das Conjugationssystem der Sarskritsprache (l8l6,pp. 43-58), that the indeclinable

form in -wa is really rhe instrumental case of a defective feminine verbal noun in -¿u-, the

accusative of which could be identified in the Sanskrit infinitive and Latin supine in -sum.

Later (Bopp 1834, p. 237) these comparisons v/er€ extended to the other -tu-infrnitives.

The fomrs in -rya and -ya Bopp derived analogically from infînitival stems in -¿i- and
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-i-, with secondary shortening of the case ending due to adverbialization (cf. arha vs.
tathã, yatåã, etc.; Bopp 181ó, p. 54f.). Later when the Bguedic varianr in -(r)yã came
to be known, Bopp found a parallel to this shortening in the instrumental case of poty-
syllabic a-stems in Avestan, e.g. zaôsa "mit willen" (< zaôsa-, contrast re < xa- .own'

= Sanslsit sva-; Bopp 1832,p.250 g 638; 1834, p. 290 $ 569).
Bopp was well aware of the differences in the root grade between the gerund in -tvã

and infinitive in -tum, e.g. srutv¿ vs. srotun from sru- 'h€ar'. But apart from the
observations that this is sometimes brought about by the frequent addition of the union-
vowel -i- before the ending of the infinitive and that the gerund may have alternative
forms, the only general explanation he could frnd for this was the "different [prosodic]
weights" of the endings (Bopp 1834, p. 286). In some way this anticipated the later
Neogrammarian approach to accent shift and apophony in nominal paradigms.

But further problems for Bopp's etymological theory arose due to the Vedic va¡iants in
-3ví, *-tvrnam (accent and use unknown) and -cvãya (cf . p 7 .1.47-4g). The former
Bopp believed were based on a sponraneous weakening of the final vowel of -tvã (cf. yu-
ni-o.as : ¡zu-rã-nas) with the optional addition of an enclitic elemenr -ra-n, as
reflected in Vedic penonal endings like dadhä-ta-ne and reanalyzed derivatives like ¡ú-
n¿ll 'now'. Alternatively the form in -cví was explained as an irregular locative of a
feminine tu-stem (Bopp 1832, p.264fÍ. $ 630). The ending -cváya he explained as -æâ
+ -)za, to be compared with other pleonastic formations in the veda @opp 1g32, p.247).

To support these erymological hypotheses, Bopp (1gló, p. 43tr) set our to prove rhar,
unlike the participles, the gerund is adverbial by construction and rather indifferent to voice
and (relative) tense. He pointed also to the syntactic parallel in the ablative of the Latin
gerund when answering the question 'whereby?' ("wodurch?"). The conspicuous
difference in relative temporal value he thought was mainly a consequence of the frequent
use of the Sanskrit gerund to signify rhe means, background or r€ason of an action, and
hence liability to be translated by a past participle in European languages:

(,10) Hit. t2.31
tvarir uccai! gabdalir tftv¿ syärni¡ra'i. katåa¡ir aa jãgarayasi
"Tu vocibus clamorem faciundo ttfwe] dominum cur non evigilas? _
warum weckest du nicht deinen Herrn durch Lärmenmachung, oder Lärmen
gemacht habend?" @opp 1816, p.45)

(41) Bhc [2.37]
hato vã prãpsyasi wargarir I jicvã vã bhoksyase mahinr
"Interfectus obtinebis coelum, vincendo tjicvel regnabis terïam. _
Durch Siegung oder gesiegt habend." (ibid.)
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A more fruiú¡t approach would have been to study the conditions under which the Latin
present participle or gerund can be translated by the Sanskrit gerund. In that case, it would

be possible to argue with some confidence for a 'non-preterital' sense of the genrnd in only

one of Bopp's examples:

(42) Rm Ír.æ.21
mautrarh varçasahasrasya t¡cvã vrata¡l uütaßt tn

cakãripratinarir rãna øpa$ paramaduskaran
"silentium mille annorum faciundo [k¡tvã] votum supremÂm faciebat incom-

parabilem, o Rãma!, poenitentiam perdifficilem factu." @opp 1816, p. 48)

Cf. "Having fulfilled the unequalled vow of thousand years' silence he completed, o

Rãma, the most difiñcult cor¡¡se of sacred mortification." (Carey & Ma¡shman, quotod

according to Bopp, ibid.).

But attractive as Bopp's rendering of the gerund as a temporally neutalized instrument¿l

complement in g2) is, the preceding and succeeding contexts (43r-(M) would nevertheless

support the sundard reading, as given in the English uanslation of (42):

(43) Rm 1.64.1

a¡ha haimavati¡ir rãm¿ disatil cyakcva nahã¡nu¡ih
pürvarir diSam anuprãpya t¿pas tepe mdãru4an
'Then having left the snowy quarter and reached the eastem quarter, O Rãmq the

great sage performed a most hideous penance.'

(¿14) Rm r.64.3
pür4e varçasahasre ¿u kãs¿abhú¡arir mahâmudm
vigiaair bahubhir ãditcad¡ trodho ¡ã¡taran ävisat
'And afte¡ a thousand years had elapsed, anger no longer entered that great sage,

who had become like a piece of wood, shaken by so many impediments.'

In support of his theory Bopp also stressed the use of either the gerund or an instrumental

action noun as a complement of the particles prescribed by P 3.4.18 in 'prohibitive'
constructions: alarir/thalu bhutcvã "Genug des Essens, o ureg mir Essung" =
aladr/thalu bhojareaa "weg mil Speise" (Bopp 1816, p.52; cf. Forster 1810, p. 463).

However, this construction does not necessarily suppon the etymological theory, since it
can very well be derived on the basis of the relative past tense of the gerund ('enougly'no

good upon eating [any more or in the furure]!' > 'no good eating!' > 'don't eat!').

Bopp explained the predominantly past relative tense of the geirrnd by assuming a

gradual generalization of the sense of anteriority as following from the instrumental or
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causal meaning of the instrumental case. A similar semantic development he sought in
instrumental time exprcssions like acire4a 'afte¡ a short time' (analogically: garve 'after
going').

But such expressions denote actually only the temporal extent or du¡ation of the action
(ínstrwrcnmlß prosecutív¡a). The literal sense of acire4a is 'within the coune/lapse of a
brief spell', cf. G¡eek ôrù BpoXéoqrTpóvou 'within (after) a short while/rime' and

xpóva 'with (the lapse of) time > 'after some time' (cf. K¡ahe 1972, p. 98; Gonda 1963,
p.74f .). \JVhile it would be possible to derive the sense of 'after X' from such expressions,
the problem is that the 'temporal' interpretation of these instrumental nouns is linked with
their lexical meaning. We do not find purely temporal Qet alone preteriul) inte¡pretations of
instn¡mental action ¡nu¡s in Sansl¡it and other Indo-European languages.

In other words, given a form like bhojanena < bhojana- 'eating', it could mean
'by/in the manner of eating' or 'þcause of eating' but not 'while eating' or 'after eating'
(Speijer 1886, p. 57 $ 78; Delbrück 1888, p. lãEff.; Whitney 18E9, p. 94 g 28ld;
Delb¡rtick 1893 = Grundriss III:1, p. 231ff. $ 102ff.).

Similarly, the expression of cause or background circumstance cannot lead to the
generalization of the sense of temporal antecedence as later argued atso by Delbrück (1888,
p. 405) and more recently by Haudry (1970, p. 4ó), since the said temporal inference is
parasitic on the causal implicature. A reduction of logical implicature to purely temporal
implicature would be as counte¡-intuitive and unprecedented as the semantic change
'because'/'by the means of > 'after'. The reason why the opposite development occu¡s is
that the logical implicature is not dependent on a specific time relation, i.e. a temporal
conjunction may change into a causal one independently of whether it rcfers to preceding or
simultaneous time, cf. 'since', 'while', etc.

1.5.C. CONTEMPORARY CRITTCISM OF BOPP'S TIIEORY

Bopp's theory was received with scepticism by many of his contemporaries. In particular,
the difference of root grade in infinitival vs. gerundial forms (cf. gar-rum vs. ga-cvõ)
arose suspicion against a connection between the gerund and the (defective) inñnitival
paradigm. Thus to Bopp's reviewer August wilhelm von schlegel (1820, p. l24ff.) the
gerund still held the character ofan absolute or conjunctive paniciple, corresponding to the
indeclinable compound paniciples of French and English: tarü d¡scvã = "eo viso",
icyuttvã = "ita locutus", tftve = "ayant faítlh,aving done" . schlegel also emphasized
that the ability of the gerund to exprcss a simultaneous state in no way cancels its basically
past relative tense, since the sense of a simultaneous state can usually be derived from the
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sense of completed action. Moreover, orúy relative past tense can explain cases where the

gerund has the temporal value of a¡?arrwn ãactwn:

(45) Nala 10.22

tatåarir buddûvã bhavisyati
"Wie wird ihr sein, wenn sie e.ru¡acht sein wird?" (Schleget 1820, p. 125)

Bopp defended his theory by maintaining that the literal (read: [quasi-]etymological)
translation of an expression such as tarir dfçFvã is not "eo viso", but "post actionem

vidcndi ewt" ot "nach Selen iån" (Bopp 1861, p. 250ff. $ 849 fn.).

C-tuistian Lassen (1830, p. 103ff.), on the other hand, did accept Bopp's theory about

the nominal origin of the forms of the gerund, but rejected the connection with the

infinitival stems. Moreover, instead of deriving the longer variants from the shorter ones,

he preferred the opposite derivation: -tval,- > *-tvãaa¡n (acc.)21 > -tvã and (by

weakening of -n- >) -cvrnan > -tvi; alternatively: -tva- > -tyãye (dau) > -wn. A basic

problem with this solution is the accusative case of the 'older' gerund. He could find no

explanation for the variants in -ya and -!ya, but realized that the position of the accent

must have something to do with the suppletion of the fomts.

Kuhn (1844, p. I 14) presented quite a different explanation of -wl, which has been

revived by Bader (1977), viz as the instrumental of an extended feminine stem *-tu-i-,

formed from -tu- with the addition of the secondary derivative affix -r-, cf. dhçsat- >
dh¡slvl- > dh¡snvi (instr.). Bopp (1861, p. 252 fn.) suggested at this point a more

cumbersome derivation: *-su-y-ã (instr., cf. anuyã, dhgsnuyn) > -tvi (cf. dhgçqvi,
as if from dhçç4uyã).

Is.D. WILHELM VON HUMBOLDT

Whereas Bopp had approached the gerund with the expressed objective of proving an ety-

mological theory, Humboldt professed a more modern linguistic approach, where

historical matrers a¡e to be kept at bay in the synchronic description. Despite his meagre

colpus (Hitopadesa, Nala and (the first books of the) Rãmãya4a), Humboldt (1823-1824)

produced an impressive account and comparative analysis of the Sanslait gerund, the major

results of which study are summa¡ized below:

The category in question belongs to the verbal paradigm, because it takes an accusative

objecr It functions as the predicate verb of an active, morc seldom passive, subordinate

2l *-3y¡¡¡o is really based on a misprint in the Kãsikãv¡tú, although it could be supported by
Middle IndoAryan -arqan (cf. 6.3.4).
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clause, which is (typically) asyndetically connected to another, active or passive, finite or
non-finite clause, which may be called the superordinate clause. It denotes a preceding,

simultaneous or qualifying action referring to þart of) the subject, agent, or some other
constituent of the superordinate clause as determined by the context. More seldom it refers
to an independent subject of its own, which, however, is rarely expressed.

It is functionally associated with the system of participles, gerunds, infinitives and

supines in that it participates in the formation of non-finite temporal and circumstantial
clauses. It rcsembles the class of infinitives and gerunds in being indeclinable (except for
the suppletion -tvã/-(t)ya), and in being relatively indifferent to voice and tense and

etymologically derived from nominal stems. But being sporadically capable of taking an

independent subject it shows also some affiniry with the participles, which fact points to

some degree of Qanguage-specific) recategorization.

These synchronic features were found to be more or less compatible with Bopp's
etymological explanation of the form in -svã. On the other hand, Humboldt did not

consider the variant in -(t)ya to be derived from an instrumental form. Finding no case

ending here, he concluded that it is an uninflected foml or a kind of 'status absolutus' of
the gerundival stem -(c)ya-.The form in -am, which contrasts functionally with the two
previous forms, was explained in the usual way as the accusative of a thematic action
noun.

All of these statements are not, however, borne out by Humboldt's examples. In
panicular, the alleged temporal indifference of the gerund is not verified by the ambiguous

and meagre widence:

(46) Hit. (ed. London [?Hamilton], p.22,1.10 = ed. Schlegel & Lassen L.4,p.26,1.17)
tim atrãvasthdya mayl kartavyam
"Was soll ich im hier bleiben thun? / Was sollte ich thun, nachdem ich hier
geblieben wäie, oder sein würde?" (Humboldt 1823, p. 459 [ex. 33])

(47) Nala 10.10

ti¡ir nu me syãd idadr tpvã kirir ou me syãd akurvataå
"Wâs kann mi¡ nun sein beim dieses thun, was nun mir, dem nicht thuenden?"
(Humboldt 1823, p. 46O!ex.34l)

In (46) two possible readings are given, but judging from the primarily dynamic aspect of
ava*sthã-, the literal sense is in accordance with the second reading. In (47) it may be
argued that the gerund expresses the preceding cause of a following future event, allowing
a normal rendering of the gemnd: ''What, I wonder, might happen to me upon doing this,
and what, on the other hand, might happen to me not doing it?' Humboldt's main argument
for not rendering the gerund in this \ryay was the syntactic parallel tScvã (gerund):
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akurva¿ah þresent participle). But as pointed out by Schlegel in his editorial note to the

passage, it is the use ofthe present participle here that requires explanation, and, in fact,
can also be explained as implying a continuous søte with potential future implicature.

Similarly, we may doubt the passive sense and absolute construcdon in many cases,

where the interpretation is ambiguous or normalized in a variant reading, e.g.:

(48) Hit. (ed. London, p. 7, l. 2 = ed. Schlegel & I-assen l.l .3)

uæhãyotthâya b oddhavyarir mahad bhayam upasthitam
'Jedesmal beim Aufstehen muß man erkennen eine große sich erhebende Besorgniß."
(Humboldt 1823, p. ¿145 [ex. 20])

(49) Hit. (p. 35, L. 12-13 = ed. Schlegel & Lassen 1.8, p.40, l. 10)

rauo dù¿i (ed. Serampore: dútikayã; ms. Pa¡is: dù[ye) gatve Þt sarvarir
tungab alasyãgre niveditam
"Darauf da die Botin gegangen (gekommen) war, ward dies alles vor dem T. ge-

meldet." (Humboldt 1823, p. 448 [ex. 23])

(50) Hit. (p. 54, l. 1G17 = ed. Schlegel & Lassen 2.5, p. 60, l. 1)

tato vã¡araih (ed. Serampore & ms. Paris: vãnarãb) gha+çadr parityajyt
phatãsa&tã babhûvut'
"Da¡auf, nach Verlassung der Glocke du¡ch die Affen, wu¡den sie (nämlich die
Affen) auf die Früchte aufmerksam." (Humboldt 1823, p. 450 [ex. 25])

(51) Hit. (p. 8, l. 27 = ú. Schlegel & Lassen I.2, p. I2,l. 4)

ityuktvã Saaai! Saaair lg,agamya teta vyãgfueÎa db¡catr sa pãatho
'cír^tayat-
"Nachdem er (nämlich der Tiger) also gesprochen hatte, und langsam herangekom-

men war, überlegte der von dem Tiger festgehaltene Wanderer."
(Humboldt 1823, p. 445 [ex. 15])

In (48) the gerund is actually not passive in sense, but impersonal, with an understood

generic subject (cf. Schlegel's editorial note and translation: "Quotiescunque surrexeris,

cogitandum: Ingens periculu¡n inminet" [original emphasis]).

The allegedly absolute constructions in (49) and (50) are probably nothing but ano-

malous readings rectified in the Serampore edition.

In (51) we do not have a fully independent agent of the gerund, since this is core-

ferential with the head of the conjunctive participle dhfta¡, which refers to the subject of
the sentence. Thus we could in principle connect the gerundial clause with the conjunctive
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participial clause: 'the wayfarer who was caught by the tiger having approached him slowly
upon saying this thought'.

There are also semi-absolute constructions where the subject of the gerund is part of a
non-singular subject (e.g. Nala 5.34-35) or where the subject of the gerund is an oblique

noun with personal refer€nce, some physical or psychological part of which is affected and

expressed as the subject in the superordinate clause:

(52) Rm 1.2.19 (ed. Calcutta)

tasyedam uktvã vacanarir cintãbhúc
"Diese Rede gesagt habend, wa¡ sein Gedanke." (Humboldt 1823, p. 4a4 [ex.l1])

(53) Hit. (p.24,1. 18-19 = ed. Schlegel & l¿ssen 1.6.110)

suveÉ¡rñ puruçarir dgççvã bhrãt¿rarir yadi vã sutam
yonilg tlidya¡i nãrinãrir satyarir saryarir hi ¡ãrada
(Humboldt 1823, p. 444f. [ex. 13])

'Upon seeing a beautifully dressed man, be it a brotheror a son, the vagina of women
gets wet, and that's a fact, Nãrada!'

I.5.8. THEODOR BENFEY

Benfey's Vollstãndige Grammatik der Sanskrít-Sprøche (1852a) contains the first more
comprehensive account of the formation of the gerund ("Absolutiv[um]") in Vedic and

Classical Sanskrit. Like Lassen, Benfey believed the specifically Vedic forms of the gerund

to be older than the Classical forms, which he derived by assuming an unlikely shortening
of the underlying stem suffix: -¿va¡la- > -lvatr- (> *-cvãna-) > -tva- : -tvãya (dat.),

-tvã (instr.), *-¿ve > -tvi (loc.) + ra-rn (cf. purã-?a-m) > -rvrnam (Benfey 1852a,

p. 424ff. $ 908ff.; 1852b, p. 215ff.).
As for the va¡iant in -(¿)yal-(¿)yã, he was the first to prove that the long vowel cannot

be just a metrical lengthening in the ggveda (Benfey 1879; cf. 7;tbaty 1889). Unlike Bopp,
but in agreement with Humboldt, he derived this allomo¡ph from the gerundival (r)ya-
stem, which he thought underlay neuter action nouns in -(t)ya-.

In 1873 Benfey published a different theory, according to which -tvã would represent

the insm¡mental of a lost active past participle in *-rva- (cf. the variants -oa- and -va-),
as supposedly reflected in Latin rnortuus (< morcuos) and simila¡ formations now
mostly explained by analogy (cf. vivus, see Brugmann 1911 = Grundriss2 II:1, p.448
$ 338b and Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr. lI:2, p.711 $ 526a). According to this derivation, a
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forrn like mftvi would have originatly meanü "mitdem Vollzogenhaben der [Iandlung des

Sterbens" (Benfey 1873, p. 186).

Benfey's theory was critically reviewed by Barth (1875), who, however, joined him in
his chastising of Bopp. Ba¡th's theory was that there may have been bottr a strong and a
weak m-stem as well as a weak and a strong wa-stem, accounting for the multifa¡ious
formations, e.g. tár-tu- (> kárrum) vs. *tg-rú- (> t¡rví, possibly also > kgtvô) and
lár-sva- (= gerundive) vs. *k¡tvá- (> kgrvá). Simil¡'ly, de Saussure (1878, p. 205)
supported a derivation of -tvã from a secondary thematic sæm in -üyr- < -Eru-.

1.5.F. WILLIAM DWIGIIT WIIITNEY

In the first edition of his Sans&rít Gra¡nnur (1879, p9. 34U343 $g 989-995) Whitney
defined the gerund simply as a petrified instn¡mental verbal noun used as an adjunct o ttre

logical subject (left undefined) of a clause, and having "the virtual value of an indeclinable
participle, present or past". This definition would be partly in accord with the syntactic
theory that rega¡ds all verbs as categorically secondary to nouns, due to theircombinatorial
properties (cf. Lyons 1968, p. 327). But there are verbs that take no nominal complements
at all, yet occurring in the gerund form (e.g. v¡ç- 'rain': vfsvã 'having rained').

In the second edition of this work (1889, pp. 358-359 $ 994) we frnd in addition to the
morphological description also a somewhat more comprehensive description of the syntor
of the gerund. Whitney noticed i.a. the occasional semi-absolute and periphrastic con-
structions as well as the Brãhmaf ic use of the gerund in complements of ma¡- 'think,
believe' (+ iva 'as if'), e.g. utuir hirirsitvèva nene (SB) "he thought he had hurt him".
No changes in the syntactic and semantic character of this category were obsewed for the
post-Vedic language, except for the conspicuous increase of its use. The number of
gerunds is reported to be three times greater in the Nala and Bhagavadgitã than in the

Bgveda, which has ten times more verb forms.
tJVith the following example lVhimey (18E9, p. 355 $ 9E9) also claimed that the gerund

is essentially indifferent to (relative) tense: srotvaiva cãbrova¡ "and hearing (or having
heard) they spoke". But evidently the temporal reference of the gemnd 'hearing' is not to a

simultaneous action even in the English translation (+ 'and while/at the time of hearing,
they spoke'). Thus one gets the disturbing impression from r9Vhimey's reasoning that tl¡e
mere possibility of translating the Sanskrit gemnd by a presential or non-preterital verÞ
form in English (or any other European language) is a sufñcient proof of its then referring
to a simultaneous action. (Contrast the much more critical view presented by Delbrück
1888, p. ¿105 and Hendriksen 1944,p. Ll3f.)
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I.s.G. JULIUS SPEYBR

As mentioned in 1.2.4., Speyer (1886, pp.2963ffi gg 379-382; 1896, p. 68f. $ 223 f.)
tried to explain the characteristics and use of the gerund syncretistically as a caregory
intermediate betwecn infinitive and participle.

The original infinitival cha¡acter of the past gerund he thought was reflected in is being
able to take a generic subject and be construed with the particles elan and tin. The
relative past tense he explained as following from its original aorist meaning as encoded in
its weak root gade. Accordingly a form like tçtvã would originally have meant something
like: "in Folge der (vollzogenen) Ilandlung" (speyer 1896, p. 69 Ë 223). From this stage it
was supposed to have gradually deveþed into something like an aorist participle of the
active, as seen in its construction with man- + iva and in its ability to "cut short
subordinate and coordinate clauses" (Speijer 1886, p. 292 $ 3S0 and p. 7 g 1a).

The original æmporal indifference Speyer thought was reflected in its use in periphrastic
constructions with du¡ative or stative auxilia¡ies that are also construed with the present
participle, e.g. ¡s- 'sit; keep on', sttã- 'stand; be in a state', etc.:

(54) Manu 7.195

...uparudûyãrin ãsi¿a

"he (= the king) must keep the enemy invested" (Speijer 1886, p. 299 S 3Bl)

(55) Kum. l.1cd
...pürvãparau toyrlridü¡ ta¡g]ahyt (ed. Scharpé: vãriaidhi vigãhya) sthiralg
pftüiry¡ iva mãnada4{ag
"extending to both oceans, the eastern and the western, (Mount Himãlaya) stands
as the measuring stick of the ea¡th." (ibid.)
Lit. 'Ilaving penetrated both the oceans, ... (Mount Himalaya) stands...'

However, unlike constructions with the present participle, these constructions do not
signify continuous actions, but continuous states, where the gerund denotes a completed
action and the auxiliary the continuity of the implied resulting stare. Thus we must,
contrary to Speyer's contention, contrast periphrasúc constructions based on the gerund
with such based on the present participle or non-past gerund, which do express continuous
action, c{. uparudhya arirn ãs- 'keep on having besieged the enemy' (=..keep the enemy
invested") vs. upamndûan¡ ari¡r ãs- 'keep/continue besieging the enemy'.

The only convincing examples of the occasionally non-prcterital sense of the gerund are
the following, where the gerund functions as a temporally neuralized adjunct or comple-
mentof manner:
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(56) Rm 3.43.9 (ed. Bombay = cr. ed. Poona 3.41.8)

evarir bruvãqa¡ir tãkutsthatir prativãrya 3ucismiùã luvãca srcã

"Laxmana thus speaking and dissuading her." (Speijer 1886, p. 298 $ 381)

Lit. 'To the descendant of Kakutstha, thus speaking dissuadingly þrativãrya *
having dissuaded) , Sitä said smiling sweetly'

(57) Dæ. p. 182 [6. ucchv.; ed. Kale, p. 169]

aharir yuçnadâil;ayl pitçvaaan abhirat¡ya cadupajivi prativasãni
"by your orders I guard the cemetery and in virtue of this function it is there that I
dwell" (ibid.)

Lit. 'by your order guarding the cemetery, subsisting on that, I live the,re'

In (56) the temporal neutralization of the gerund could also be explained by the super-

ordinate present participle, inasmuch as two presÊnt participles are not usually combined in

a subordinate relationship (cf. Hend¡iksen 1944, pp. 109, I l5).
In (57), which is somewhat anacoluthic, the gerund seems to function as an obligatory

nrann€r complement of the main verb prativasãmi in apposition with the verbal adjective

tadupajivi, which refers anaphorically to the gerundial clause. This use can be compared

with similar cases of temporal neutralization of the Pati and later tndo.Aryan gerund (cf.

Hend¡iksen l9M,p.l14; see section 6.3).

1.5.H. BERTHOLD DELBRÜCK

Delbrtick's Altitúisctæ Syntax (1888, pp. 401-409 $$ 225-226) contains the fi¡st more

detailed syntactic account of the Vedic gerunds ("Absolutiva"), especially the allegedly

always compounded non-past gerund. The gerunds are syntactically distinguished from the

participles on the basis of their being adverbal rathe¡ than adnominal by construction.

The past gerund is derived in the usual way as a petriñed instrumental action noun that

has conre to acquire more or less the function of a past active conjunctive participle, as sêen

in its gradually supplanting the perfect paniciple (-vas-/-ãna-) in the nominative in Vedic

prose (Delbräck 18E8, p.377).

Contrary to all his predecessors, Delbrück stated that he had never found a case of the

gerund (in the Veda) where it could not be interpreted as denoting a specifically anterior

action in relæion to the "main action". In panicular, he realized that the gerund may exprress

relative anteriority even in connection with stative or du¡ative "auxilia¡ies" like car- 'move;

keep on', ståã- 'sund; be in a state', ãs- 'sit; keep on', etc.

In spite ofthis he pointed also to cases, where the past gerund is paralleled by the non-
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past gerund, but he was unable to account for this sort of alternation, e.g.

(s8) TS 3.r.2.3
abhikránya juûuyâu (quoted as juhoti)
"er giesst, nachdem er hinzugeneten ist" (Delbrück 1888, p. a05)

(s9) TS 2.6.1.4

abhitráma¡ir juhoci
"er giesst unter Hinzutreten" (ibid.)

Considering that in reality the libation cannot occur before the stepping up to the sacrificial
fire, the past rather than the non-past gerund would seem more natural here. On the other
hand, the actions may overlap partly and the stepping up to the fre can alternatively be

viewed as the manner of perfonning the rite. These considerations might provide a rational
explanation for the use of the non-past gerund as well.

Among the anomalous constructions, the most interesting ale those absolute construc-
tions in the Satapathabrâhmana where the gerund has an expressed independent subject,

e.g.:

(60) SB 2.3.1.10 (cf. 1.3.1.25,2.6.3.7)
té pesáyo 'múlâ óçadhir mttí¡ir jagdhvápah pitvâ táta esl râsah stuir
bhavati
"Wenn nun die wurzellosen Thiere die bewurzelten Pflanzen gegessen und das

Wasser getrunken haben, dann entsteht der Læbenssaft." (Delbrtick 1888, p. zl08)

Note, however, also the anaphoric connective uátatr which establishes a thematic con-
nection between the gerundial and main clause.

I.sJ. THE NEOGRAMMARIANS

The partial cla¡ification of the rules of paradigmatic accent shift and apophony in Indo-
European was suited to shed new light on Bopp's theory about the etymology of the
gerund in -tvã. The reduced (zem) grade and terminational accent of the gerund in -wá, as

against the normal(ized) 'guq.' grade and radical accent of the infinitives in -rum, -tave
and -to!, could now be explained as a relic of a proto-Indo-European shift of accent (and

subsequent apophony) in nominal paradigms (cf. Brugmann 1889 = Grundriss II:1, p.
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30sff. $ 108).

The reconstructed nr-paradigm was thus supposed to have had the accent on the root or
stem in the 'strong cases' (nom., acc.sg. and du., nom.pl.), but on the termination in the

'weak cases' (cf. sán-uþ : sa-óþ 'summit'). Thus: ./ei- 'go' > *eicu- 'going' > étuo'
(acc.), icvá (instr. = ger.)r *itáve (> étave = dat.), *irós (> éroh = abl.-gen.). The
paradigmatic leveling within the infrnitival paradigm on the basis of the srong accented

root grade of the accusative form was thought to have escaped the instrumental (= gerund),

owing to its early isolation from the paradigm due to its functional differentiation (cf.
Kretschmer 1892, p. 328; Kurylowicz 1968, pp. 38-40; Haudry 1979, p. 85f.).

However, the picture was somewhat disturbed by Pedersen's discovery (1925) that
there may have been two distinct types of paradigmatic accent shift in Indo-European
nominal inflection. In 'hysterodynamic' paradigms the accent was on the (non-reduced)

stem suffix in the strong cases, shifting to the termination in the weak ones (with sub-

sequent weakening of the stem), while in 'proterodynamic' paradigms the accent \ilas on
the root in the strong cases, shifting to the stem in the weak ones, with weakening of the

termination, e.g. *-u-ós vs. *-eú-s (gen.sg.), cf. Ved. madhv-aû : Cl. Skt. madho-f.
The suffixal accent and weakened temrination of the infrnitives would point to a

proterodynamic type of inflection, while the terminational accent of the gerund would
suggest a hysterodynamic type of inflection (Kuiper 1942,pp.195,213). This meant that
the gerund and infinitives stem from different tu-paradigms, or that the inflection of the
said tu-paradigm has changed after the separation of the insrumental (gerund). But
considering that the expected proterodynamic instrumental *-áv-ã for -v-á has never been

attested for any u-paradigm, the only synchronic discrcpancy is the weak grade of the root.
Another difficulty was the derivation of the va¡iant in -(c)ya from i- and ti-stems,

which show no sign of suppletion either with each other or with üu-stems, besides being
morphologically opaque. It was suggested that -(tþa contains the ancient Indo-European
instrumental ending *-el-o (for non-thematic stems), as refle¡ted in Latin ped-e and
perhaps the Greek adverbs ne6ó, nopú, ögo, etc. (cf. Brugmann 1911 = Grundriss2
II:2, p. 194 $ 193; Debrunner & rüy'ackernagel 1930 = Ai. Gr. III, p. 35 $ 12b; Hirt 1892,
p. l3ff.: -a < *-4). A form like pratibhídya was then to be etymologized as praci+
bhíd-y-a "mit Spalten" (Brugmann, ibid.). Contrary to the Bgvedic evidence (Benfey

1879, Zubaty 1889), this would, however, imply that the long vowel is secondary.

A different solution to these problems was presented by Neisser (1906), who connected

the gerund in -(t)ya etymologically with neuter action nouns in -(cþa- by the following
criteria: Both forrnations are almost always compounded and exhibit reduced grade and

accent of the root as well as an automatic t-increment after a short root vowel (e.g.

havir+ád-ya-, vftra+há-t-ya- : alarir+kf-c-ya, vi+há-t-ya). By contrast, like the

gerund in -tvã, neuter action nouns in -tu- show a ma¡ked preference for simplex bases
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(e.9. gãtú-, picú-, gtú-, dâtu-).
Despite certain obvious morphological differences between the said gerundial and

nominal formations in -F-/-(t)ya-, Brugmann accepted Neisser's theory in the second

edition of Grundriss II:2 (p. 189 $ 18E Anm. 1), where he proposed that the shoræning of
the final vowel of the gerund in -(t)yã may be compared with the (alleged) shonening of
Vedic instn¡mentals of compound non-thematic stems like prá+yrtci (cf. pró+yuti).

With the qualiñcation that -(t)ya may be the pure stem or L casus absolutus (as

othenrise occurring only in compounds), this theory was supported by Debrrunner in Ai.
Gr. II:2 (p. 788 $ 6+t¡.

The most problematical form was that in -tví, which had generally come to be

considered an (furegular) locative of the infrnitival tu-stem (cf. Bopp 1832, p. 264tr.;

Bartholomae 1889, p. 239ff.; Brugmann 1911 = Grundriss2 II:2,p. l4l7 $ 1090;

Macdonell 1907, p. 412 $ 589a). But in view of the fact that neither regular nor irregular
locatives that could match -tví have actually been atæsæd in Indo-Aryan u-paradigms, the

only possible terminations being -au/-ã, -avi, -v-m, (fem.), -o and -uni (neutr.) (cf.
Debrunner & rWackernagel 1930 = Ai. Gr. Itr, p. 154f.), the ænacity of this explanation is

surprising. The only chance for -tví to be a locative is if it derives from an r-stem.22

A widely supported explanation was finally offered by Blankenstein (1907, p. 106),

according to which -tvi is the contamination of a lost gemnd in *-ti < -ti- with -cvâ (cf.

Debrunner 1954 = Ai. Gr.II:2,p.654 $ 484b).

These theories by no means exhaust the ingenuþ and imagination displayed during this
perid in finding explanations for the many problematical forms and functions of the
gerund. It was even suggested that the category as such goes back to the parent language,

but was lost in the other branches. Ludwig (1896n thus argued that the ba¡e root could
originally have functioned as "Absolutivum" (gerund), explaining why such 'dummy
morphemes' like -(cþa could be adapted to this fi¡nction.

A soræwhat similar hypothesis was proposed by Hermann Jacobi (1897), who pointed
to the lack of a common IndoEuropean set of relative pronominal stems and conjunctions.
Comparing with (allegedly) typologically similar cases, he concluded that proto-Indo-
European subordinate clauses.must have been based on non-finite (gerundial and
pa¡ticipial) constructions, as e.g. in Altaic, Uralic, Dravidian and Japanese. Then with the

independent development ofconjunctions and absolute paniciples, the gerunds disappeared
outside Indo-Aryan, except for mainly reliclike verbal adverbs in Latin and Homeric
Greek (cf. Meyer 1E57), accusative gerunds in (mostly young) Avestan (cf. Bartholomae
1901, p. l4lff., against which Benveniste 1935) and adverbially used instrumentals of
ferninine ã-stems in Baltic (cf. Zubary 1894).

This hyryothesis has been revived in a less sringent form by e.g. Lehmann (1979) on

22 Even -wíye was once explained by Banholomae (ibid.) as ur old locative < *-tvtyi or *-tvaya
(alæmatively the instrumental of a feminine stem in +vi), comparable o Avesøn locatives in -i or-a.
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the further basis of the probably SOV-order and lack of postposed subordinate clauses in
proto-Indo-Eurcpean. Hermann (1894) had postulated as many as twelve different formal
criteria by which a clause may be classified as syntactically subordinate (e.g. subordinating
conjunctions, obligatory switch of mood, tense or person, and consraints on word orde¡

or prosody), but concluded that proto-Indo-European did not consistently formalize the

distinction between coordinate and subordinate clauses.23 This 'classical' view has been

contested by Bednarczuk (1971, p. 155) on the basis of the final suessed position of the

verb and tendency to avoid rm¿s¡s in the subordinate clause in proto-Indo-European.

More recent syntactic investigations have shown that the most ancient pattern of
complex (vs. compound) sentence formation in Indo-European was actually not by the

means of non-finite or subordinate clauses but by the means of finiæ correlatíve structr¡fes

where the initial (> 'r€lauve' or'subordinate') clause had the discourse function of 'topic'
or 'background' and the correlative or resumpúve (> 'superordinate') clause had the

discourse function of 'comment' (Holland 1984; cf. also Porzig 1923; Minard 1936;

Haudry 1973; Rousseau 1984).

1.5.J. PANDURANG GUNE

Gune's dissertation (1913) on the gerunds in the $ryeda, Aitareya- und Satapatha-

brãhmana, contained some new material and discoveries, but did not significantly differ in
its method from previous studies. The focus was on the Brãhme?as, which is under-

standable in view of the much greaterfrequency of the gerund there.

In the traditional vein, the point of deparnre is a discussion of the etymology of the

forms. Following Benfey (1852a, 1852b), -tvã, -tvaya, -tvi, -tvi¡an and *-tvi¡am
are explained as deriving from a stem pair -üva-l*-tv¡-, but only -tvãya is considered to

contain a case ending (dative), and hence not amenable to be extended by -aam.
It witl be remembered that a simila¡ analysis for the form in -(c)ya had been proposed

by Humboldt (1824), and later it was to be advocated by Burrow (1949, p. 22f .; 1973, p.

172. see 6.2). The long vowel in -¿vã was explained by Gune as a spontaneous

lengthening as in the ending of the middle present participle -nã¡a- (cf. Greek - ¡revoç).

23 Apparently, Hermann d¡d not, however, deny the distinction between "subordinat¡on' and "co.
ordination" for proo-Indo-Eu¡op€an on a semantic level in ærms of asymmetric vs. symmetric inær-
propositional relations. Symmeuic relations (e.g. additive, disjunctive, adversative utd alærnative) are

functionally opposed ûo asymmetric ones (e.g. temporal, conditiooal, causal, comparative, relative urd
complemortal) in that they do not logically imply a head-modifier distinction. (Cf. Bedna¡czuk f971.)
The problem is that the formal coding of these relations is not ransparent asymmeuic relations are

sometimes expressed by specifically coordinating conjuoctions, cf. rhe conditional and va¡ious
circumstantial uses of the conjunction 'and' in English and many other languages.
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An interesting obsenation about the mo'rphology of the gerund is that after the Bgveda,
gerunds in -(c)yal-(t)yã compounded with a nominal stem (e.g. hasca+gçhya 'having
taken by the hand') are recast as compounded gerunds in -a¡n (cf. hascagraham,
padãvagrãham, airgasamikhylyam, lrã'm.agr-ahan) or analyzed as complement +
simplex gerund. Gune's conclusion was that the gerund in -a- could originally be freely
formed fr,om both simplex and compounded verbs, although the simplex fomrs were less

favored (Gune 1913, p. 18). Most of the Vedic examples of the uncompounded gerund in
-a'n have nevertheless been rejected by Renou ( 1935).

Concerning the use of the gerunds, there rire tu/o panicularly interesting observations.

First, the past gerund is found to be more frequently used in the ritual and descriptive
portions of the Brãhma+as than in the narrative portions (Gune 1913, p.44fÐ. This panly
explains the uneven distribution of the non-past and past gerund, since the ritual descrip-
tions favor chronological linkage. Secondly, the past gerund has a partly mnemonic
discourse function in the language as a device for concatenating sentences or clauses by
repeating the frnite verb of a preceding clause before proceeding with the discourse (Gune

1913, p. 40). This function is paniculady prominent in the procedural discourse of the
¡itual Sütras and the narrative discourse of Pali and Buddhist Sanskir

Like most of his predecessors, Gune was convinced that the gerund is temporally
undifferentiated, although unable to substantiate this with unambiguous examples. In one
instance he claimed that the gerund is used as an infinitive with final sense, but a closer
examinæion shows misinteqpretation of the meaning of the verb underlying the gertrnd:

(61) AB s.27.6
eSaaãyãrñ ha vã esã yajamãtasya pracikhyãya vãsyare
"sie brummt um dem Opferherrn den Hunger kund zu thun" (Gune 1913, p. 38)

The translation follows Sãya4a's coûtmenrary, but as Keith (1920, p. 252) has pointed
out, the meaning of the verb prati+khyã- here, as in the parallel Athanraprãyæcitta2.4
(sarirprathyVyt cf.. Weber, 1865, p. 291), is 'perceive, see' rathe¡ than 'proclaim,
notify'. The sentence thus means: 'She (Agnihotra cow) calls aloud having perceived
hunger for the sacrificer'. Cf. also AÃ 1.2.4, where prarikhyãya is used explicitly in the
sense of'having seen, perceived': pracitåyãya bhalsam avarohed esã vã apacitir
yãri pasyati taroti tasmã¿ pratikhyãyaiva bhatsan avarohet "Let him descend
after seeing the food. For that is honour indeed to one who sees it. Therefo¡e only after
seeing the food, lethim descend." (Keith 1909, pp. 86, 178).
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r.s.K. LOUIS RENOU

Also Renou (1930, p. 128ff. $ 103) defined the gerund as a petrified (at least partly insru-
mental) verbal noun, mostly having the value of an active present or past (conjunctive)
paniciple. The apparent conflict between the putative etyrnology of the form and its use he

explained by calling attention to ttre special discourse function of the gerund:

La nuance d'antériorité, qui es la plus fréquente, s'est développée surtout à la faveur
des commodités de la phmse narrative cl. et grâce à I'absence de tout participe passé
vivant; mais le sens de simultanéité apparaît cou¡amment, surtout à date ancienne,
hors des passages narratifs, ainsi A.Ã. 65;179 [= A.Ã,. 1.3.1]hintgty¡ (=
hiötãrega, ibid.) prariptdyate "il commence (le jour) en prononçant å."24 [...]
Ragh. II 62 miyür nayodbhãvya patiksito 'si 'Je t'ai mis à l'épreuve en te
suscitant un fantôme" [....] L'emploi, impliqué par un Vãn. (et qui est à la base du
tour signalé P. apamitya yíca¡e = yãcitvãpamaya;te [udicãnJ, cf. Pat.) coincide
dans les textes avec la décadence du participe. (Renou 1930, p. 129 $ 103)

It will, however, be observed that Renou based his argumentation on ambiguous
examples. The sentences canjust as well be translated: '(by/upon¡ having pronounc€d hiå,

he commences the day' and '(by) having produced a phanton¡ I have tested you'. The
parallel hiakgtya : hintãre?a is no more meaningful than e.g. ijãna- '(by) having
sacrifrced' : þajñe) içge 'upon sacrificing' : yajñena 'by the sacrifice', since a preceding

action may often be conceived of as instrumental in bringing about a subae4uent state.

In a note on the Bguedic gerund Renou (1940, pp. 208-214) explicated his notions
about the etymology and history of the gerund. His main thesis was that tt¡e predominantly

relative past tense value and high frequency of the gerund in the Classical language is not
just a linear development of the preclassical gerund, which he equated morc or less with a
temporally undifferentiated modal or instrumental adjunct. The tendency to reduce the

number of frnite verbs in a sentence while maintaining complex strì¡ctures, together with
the absence of productive past active participles, is supposed to have led to the

transformation of the ßgvedic) gerund into an "instrument généralisé de subordination

temporelle" (Renou 1940, p. 214).

Renou's conclusions have been accepted and reiterated by Gonda (1971, p. 135f.), but

unfornrnately they will not stand up to closer exa¡nination based on the actual data and a

critical view of the method of analysis.

A typical example of the alleged temporal unmarkedness of the Bgvedic gerund is RV
1.161.12 sanmílya y{d bhúvane partásarpaüa "lorsque vous vous êtes insinués

2a Cf. Crtet (1941, p. 108f.): "Er beginnt (diesen Tag) indem er 'Ilirir' machl [...] hidrrpTr ist
funktionell åquivalent dem Inst¡. hirirtire?r in dem vorausgehenden birñtire4rirrd eùel¡
pnti¡rrdyete."
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parmi les êtres vivants, tenant les yeux fermés" (Renou 1940, p.2ll). Here the
'presential' rendering of the gerund is possible only if we (mis)interpret the verb

san+nil- as having durative or stative inherent aspect (Aldonsart), i.e. as meaning 'keep
one's eyes closed', rather than 'close one's eyes'. But according to the correct aspectual

analysis of this verb, the gerund sammílya would mean 'while closing your eyes' (not:

'while keeping your eyes closed'), if prcsential. In the given context (62), it is clear that
this cannot be the intended neaning. This leaves us with the sunda¡d interprctation of the
gerund as expressing a preceding action from which the sense of a continuous state is
derived by pragmatic implicature: 'having closed your eyes land keeping thern closed]':

(62) RV 1.161.12-13

so-nítya yád bhúvanã paryásarpat¿ tvà svic øtyâ pitárã va asaruh
ásapate yá[ &arlsnarir va ãdadé yá$ prâbravit pró tásmã ¡bravlt¿¡¡ ll

susupvá'ñsa gbhavas cád ap¡chatâ,gohyt tá id¡tuir ¡o ebr¡budh¿t
spã¡am bastó bodhayitârarn abravit sarirvarsará idám adyá vy àthyare
[12] 'Having closed your eyes [i.e. with your eyes closed], when you moved a¡ound
the beings, where then, I wonder, were your dading parents? You cu¡sed the one that
embraced your forearm; he who spoke to you, him you spoke to as well.'
[13] 'Having slept, O $bhus, you inquired thus: "Agohya, who is it that has now
awaken us?" The goat announced the dog as the awaker. In a year you have coÍre to
perceive this (world) today.'

It must, however, be stressed that the common stative implicature of the gerund is never
part of its (literal) meaning, since it is wholly deternrined by the context or pragmatic
ínferences: In a different context sannítya might mean only 'having closed your
eyes [and again opened them]'.

Similar aspecnral misinterpr€rations arc at hand in the following examples:

(63) Rv 3.48.3a

upasrháya mãtáram ánnam ai.rla
"se tenant devant sa mère il ¡éclamait de la nouriture"
Lir 'Having stepped up to his morher, he (Indra) asked forfood.'

(64) RV 1.118.5a

ä vãrir rátharir ¡ruvatis tiççhad átra jusgví ¡arã duhitâ súryasya
'la fille du soleil est montée sur voæ char, la vierge, car elle y avait plaisi/,
Lit. 'The young lady, the daughter ofthe sun, has ascended your \ilagon here, O
men, having found pleasure in it'
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(6s) Rv 8.66.2c

yâ ãdtqa sasamãûâya sunvafé dáta jaritrá ukctyàm
"lur qui, ayant égard à qui peine et presse le soma, donne au chantre (en trrésor) digrre

d'êEe célébré"

Lit. 'who having paid attention is the giver of praiseworthy things to the laboring,
pressing singer.'

(66) Rv 10.42.9ab
utá prahäm atidíryã iayfti t5Éir yác chvagní vici¡ôti tãlé
"le joueur gagnera le prix, dominant au jeu (l'adversairc), si au moment décisif il jette

le coupt¡ta"
Lit. 'And he will win by playing ahead of the lead, just like a gambler picks the best

hand when his time comes.'

(67) RV 10.71.9

i'mê yê ¡ámiir ná paráS cára¡rti ná brãhma4ôso ná sutéLarãsaS

tá eté vâcan abhipádya g-agáyla sirís tá¡t¡adr t¿¡v¿te áprajajñeya$

[cd] "guands ils recou¡ant au verbe ¡¡¡{6þamment, (c'est comme s')ils tissaient su¡ le

trame de mauvaises étoffes"
Lit. 'These ones who do not move near or far, being neither brahmins nor active
with the Soma, stetch out bad ya¡n (? flowing water lGeldner]) ino (? as lGeldner])
a fabric by having resorted to (abûipádya) the holy speech in an evil manner,

lacking wisdom.'

(68) RV 10.r3r.2
tuvtd angá yávananco yávarir cid yáchã dânty aaupürv{m viyúya
ihéhaisãril t¡+uhi bûójaneni yé barålso nánov¡ktirir aá jagmt!
[ab] "comme en vérité les possesseurs d'orge fauchent I'orge en tenant chacun un

écart þarrapport au faucheur) qui précède"

Lit. 'I take it you know how the corngro\¡/ers cut the corn after separating it into
bunches in due order. So do you bring here and there the possesions of those who

have not gone to the stewing of tt¡e sacrificial grass for the wonhip of the gods!'

(69) RV t0.r74.1-2
abhivarté¡a haviçã yéaéadro abhivãvçré
té¡ãsmá¡ br¿hnaaas pate 'bhl rãççräya vartaya ll

abhivftya sap4tnen abhl yâ no árãtayaþ
abûf pçtany¡lñadr tistãbût yô na irasyáüi
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[1] "l'oblation (dite) celle-qui-l'emporte, grâce à laquelle I. I'a emporté, fais-nous
l'emporær grâce à elle, ô 8., en we de la souveraineré royale"

[2] "l'emponant sur nos rivaux, sur ceux qui nous sont hostiles, dresse-toi contre
celui qui nous assaille, qui se soulève contre nous"
Lit.t[ 'rJfith the sacrifice called "Overcomef', with which Indra overcame, by that
make us ove¡come, O B¡haspati, for dominion.'

[2] 'Having overcome our rivals, those who are our enemies, thread upon the
attacker, upon him that grudges us!'

There is only one case in Renou's collection of approximately 20 gerunds, where there can
be any serious doubt about its non-stative aspect and past relative tense:

(70) RV 1.92.9

vi¡fvãni deví bhúvanãbhicá&çyã praricí cákçur urviyä vi bhaüi
visv¡rir jivtuit caráse bodháyanti vl3vasya vácam avid¿¡ maaãyôtr

[ab] "considérant tous les êtes la déesse brille au loin, face à (chaque) regard"
(Renou 1940,p.211)
Lit. 'Watching over (or: having beheld, turned her eye towards) all the beings, the
goddess, facing every eye, shines widely our. Awakening ever¡hing alive to
motion, she has found ttre speech of every devoted one.'

One could adduce numerous examples in support of the basically stative or durative aspect
of ¿bhi+c¿tç- ('watch over, survey'), e.g. RV 2.40.5ab ytsv¿ny anyô bhúvaaã
jajãn¿ vlsvam aayó abåicákçã4a eti, RV 1.108.1ab yá iadrãgai citráca¡¡o rátùo
vãm rbhl viÉvã¡ri bhúva¡ã¡i caçge. However, there is also some independent evi-
dence for the alternatively dynamic aspea of ttris verb in the gemnd fonn:

(71) RV 8.1.34
árv esya ståúrádr dadçSe puráscãd a¡.asrhá ùrúr avarámbamã+a!
SáSvau:i náry abhicáts,yãha súbhadram arya bhójaaam bibharsi
'His stiff one has shown itself in front, the boneless thing (previously) loosely
hanging by his thigh (or: the boneless "thigh" hangtng loose). Having set her eye
at it (* while warching it), his wife Sasvat¡ exclaimed: "\ñ/hat a wonderful treat you
carry, my lord!"'

A problem rnay now be sensed, because so many verbs (especially if unprefixed) are
aspectually ambivalent, e.g. stûã- 'stand (up)', sad- 'sit (down)', juç- .taste, enjoy, find
pleasure in'. On the other hand, aspectually ambivalent verbs are frequently disambiguated
by the tense of the verb: the stative meaning tends to go with the presential tenses, while
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the non-stative meaning with the non-presential (esp. preterital) tenses. If the Bgvedic
gerund was temporally quiæ undifferentiated, then we should expect it to denote mainly a
simultaneous action or state when formed from aspectually non-ambivalent verbs (cf.6?)
and especially when formed from staúve and atelic verbs. But since it obviously does not
do so (see 2.3.8,3.2), it follows that it is more or less marked for relative past tense.

Renou's insistence on analyzing all the ambiguous cases in favor of the non-preterital value

of the gerund can only be atuibuted to a strong etymological bias.

Convinced about the instrumental origin of the gerund, Renou also stressed the juxø-
position of the gerund with two instrumental action nouns in RV 1.110.4a vis¿ví sámi
tara¡itvé¡a (cf. 3.60.3d and 10.94.?*), suggesting an etymological rendering as: "avec
du travail, avec de la peine, avec de I'energie" (Renou 1940, p. 212). However this
juxtaposition had no synchronic significance even in the $gvedic period, since there were
no nominal stems like viçgvi- or vistvi- (< vis-) to connect forms like viçgví with.

The frequent logical association between the action denoted by ttre gerund and the action

denoted by the main verb does not necessarily prove the instrumental origin of the gerund,

since any two actions expressed as occurring in (close) sequence and perfomred by the

same participant are liable to be logically associated even by conversational inference.

Thus we need not look to prehistorical origins to explain locutions like RV l.L7?.4 (&
passim) pibã nisádya "assieds-toi et bois", RV 3.40.7 prcví sónasya vãv¡dhe
"(Indra) a crû, ayant bu (i.e. d'avoir bu ou: de boire) le soma", RV 3.35.E îgâryz...
pãhi "viens et boi, (i.e. bois en résultante de ta venue)", RV 9.55.4 y+... ûáati sátrun
abhítya "celui qui tue I'ennemi en fonçant sur lui", RV 2.15.9 svápnenãbhyrlpyã
cúmuririr dhúdrn ca jaghántha "(Indra) qui a tué C. et Dh. en jetant sur eux le sommeil
comme une graine", RV 2.17.6 yénã--. ¡f tfviô sayíóhyai vájre?a hacrly áv¡nat
"le foudre avec lequel (In&a) a tué K. le terrassant en sorte qu'il r€stât gisant", RV 10.68.3

vitúryã, RV 7.21.7 visáhya "victorieusement" (lit. 'having conquered'), RV 10.51.5

anñ,kitya- "de façon à être pret", etc. (Renou 1940, p. 212f.),

There is no reason to believe that the gerund expresses simultaneousness of action in
any of these instances: the coming to the sacriflce must precede the drinking of Soma, the
going against (abhítya) or confounding of the foe must obviously precede the slaying of
him, etc. Similarly, in (72), the standard rendering of the gerund makes perfectly good

sense, despite the juxtaposition with an instrumental action noun:

(72) Rv 2.t23ab
yó hatvãhim årilãc sapt¿ sindhún y6 gâ udájad agadhâvrlâsya
'(Indra) qui, par le fait qu'il a tué le dragon, a libéré les sept rivières"
Lit. 'He who having killed the dragon released the seven rivers, who drove out the

cows by unclosing the closure [Vala]'
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Renou seems also to have ignored the fact that the use of the French gérondif and present

adverbial participle (which goes back to the Latin gerund) does not require strict co-
occrurence of actions.

In the following examples, the context itself indicates that the action expressed by the
gerund must be completed before or at the moment when the action expressed by the main
verb begins:

(73) Rv 2.38.6c

SáSYeü ápo vikr-carir hitvy ãgãd
"Qe soir venu) chacun rentre laissant le ravail à demi fait"
Lit. 'everybody, having left his work half-done, has returned'

(74) Rv 1.125.Iab

prãcâ rátnam prãrarítvã dadhãti tálir cikiwân p*:,gfhya nl dhaæe
"le sage qui reçoit (en qualité d'hôtÐ se confère à lui-même (un bien)"
Lit. 'The morning visitor (or: itinerant singer) puts forward a jewel in the morning;
having received it (or: taken it up), the wise man puts it down for him-self.'

(75) RV s.53.14

Itly-ama nidás tiráh svasrlbhir hiwâvadyân árãcih
vffgví Sárir yór ápa usri bhe;aj&ir syáma ¡narucah sahá
"quand, ô Marut, vous faites pleuvoir à I'aurore salut, eaux, remède, souhaitons
d'être là" (Cf. Müller [1891], p. 320.)
Lit. ? 'May we transcend the scorn successfully, leaving behind (= having left
behind) abuse and enmities. After raining, 1¡e rvaters (will be) prosperity, health, in
the morning, remedy, O Mamts, let us be with (you; or: that all)!'
Cf. Geldne¡ (Rigveda tr, p. 60): "Wenn es geregnet hat, sollen die Vy'asser in der
Morgenfrühe Glück und Heil und Arznei sein. Wir mtichten dabei sein, ihr Marut."
Renou (EVP 10, p. 30): "Quand il a plu, que les eaux à l'au¡ore (nous soient à) salut
(et) bonheur (nous soient) un remède! Puissions nous être avec, ô Ma¡ut's!"

(76) RV 7.80.2
esâ. sy'a r;âtyxm'ayv dâdhãnã gtthví cámo jyócisosâ abodûi
ãgra eu ¡ruvatír lfuay-a4ã prácikitat súryadr yaji;âm agnim
[b] "en cachant (= du fait qu'ainsi elle cache) les ténèbres"
Lit. 'Conferring new life, this here Dawn, having covered up the darkness with
light, has awaked. In front she walks, the young lady, unembarassed, she has made
known the sun, the sacrifice, the fi¡e.'
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(77) RV 10.34.1lab
soríyarir dççwâya kicavtuñ rarãpã,nyêçãm ieyfuù súkr-tarir ca yónim
[a] "le joueur se repent en voyant sa femme"
Lit. 'Upon seeing his wife, and other men's wife and happy home (= wives and

happy homes), it disuesses the player.'

In the following example, Renou's rendering is in conflict with what is generally thought
to be the normal order of the ritual acts referre.d to:

(78) Rv 1.162.18cd

áchidrã gätra vaytaã tr.¡oca párus-parur anughûsyã vi sasta
"découpez membre à membre en prononçant chaque fois 0e nom du membrre)"

Lit. 'Put the intact limbs in order, having announced each limb cut it off!'

Thus one must conclude again that Renou's argumentation against the almost exclusively
past relaúve tense of the $.gvedic gerund is motivated only by irrelevant etymological
considerations: The fact is that the $gvedic gerund is even more suongly marked for
relative past tense than the post-$.gvedic gerund.

On the other hand, the claim that the $gvedic gerund figures mainly in shon phrases

and backgrounded or non-emphatic contexts seems to be essentially correct, atthough it
may be questioned to $/hat extent this is an indi¡ect consequence of the constraints of the
genre itself. Nevertheless, rile can hardly deny that there has been a conspicuous expansion

of the frequency and discourse functions of the gerund after the Bgveda. As for the
historical explanation of this development, the alleged lack of productive active preterital
paniciples cannot account for why an originally even less productive formation like the

prehistorical gerund was chosen for functions that until then had been expressed partly by
finite paratactic and hlpotactic structures, partly by the more productive perfect participle.

In Greek the original situation must have been more or less the same, but this did not
prevent the aorist participle from developing more or less the same functions as the

Sanskrit gerund.

Renou also wrote a fairly exhaustive account of the non-past gerund in -am (1935).

Though never as frequent as the past gerund, the non-past gerund b€came more productive

towa¡d the later Vedic period (especially in the later Brãhmanas and early Srautasutras),

after which it got stereotyped (cf. P 3.4.24-64) and finally lost. This form has usually

been derived as an adverbial or cognate accusative of content, to be compared with the

accusative verbal adverbs of Greek and Latin (cf. Delbrück 1893 = Grundriss III:1, p.

604f. $ 255 and Brugmann 1911 = Grundrisf II:2, p.680f. $ 558). In harmony with the

assumed infinitival origin of the past gerund, Renou (1935, p. 366) propoæd that the non-
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past gerund is a mere reinterpretation of the accusative root infinitive in -atn, but although

there are cases where these forms canno! be distinguished on either formal or functional
grounds (thus especially when there is dependence on a verb of motion), this is unlikely in
view of the fairly long coexistence and partial formal differentiation of these categories (cf.

2.r\.

1.5.L. ARMAND MINARD

The most thorough study of the gerund ('absolutif') in any single text is found in the

second part of Minard's Tro¡'s énigmes sur les Cent Chemins (1956, pp. 7-105), which is
a ueatise on the use of the dania (l) as a puncuration mark in the Satapathabrãhma¡a.

As can be expected, the da4{a is not inserted between the gerundial and superordinate

clause, when the complex syntagm is very short (A[bsolutifJ+V[erbe] < 14 syllables, e.g.

SB 12.8.2.2 sóneneçgvâ sautrãna4y'a yajeca) or when the gerund is immediately
followed by the main verb in a kind of "verbe jointif' construction, e.g. SB 2.3.1.15
adhi3rltyaivå juhuyãt, SB 10.6.5.8 (= BÃU 1.2.7 K) tám ánavaruóhyevamanyata..
rù/hen the complex syntagm is longer, or when the clauses are antithetical, the daqda is
mostly inserted between the gerundial and main clause, e.g. SB 6.2.2.19 sá vã iswalvâ
pauroomãséaa I åtha paSúm ä labheta. It is also inserted between gerundial clauses

occurring in sequence.

Inæresting as these findings are, they do not, however, have any crucial significance for
the syntactic analysis, inasmuch as the position of the óq4a does not consistently support
a formal orthographic distinction between e.g. embedded (or propositionally restrictive)
and non-embedded (or propositionally non-restrictive) gerundial clauses or even between
peripheral vs. core-layer gerundial clauses or temporal vs. instrumental interpropositional
relations.

Also Minard assumed that the original value of the gerund had been that of expressing a

simultaneous or attendant circumstance ("valeur de modalité" or "circonstance du verbe
principale"). On the other hand, this value was thought to have been abandoned at quite an

early stage in favor of the sense of anteriority of action and the tendency to quasi-

subordinate construction. The modal value is illustrated by cases such as the following:

(79) SB 3.E.1.15

átåa púaar êty-ahavaníyan abhyãvftyãsace
"ils retournent s'asseoir face au (foyer) Offenoire" (Minard 1956, p. 61 g 145)

Lit. 'Then upon returning they sit down having turned themselves toward the
sacrifïsial fue.'
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(80) sB(K) 4.8.t.t2
átûa púnar étyócsareîãh avaníyaio, dakçinãvfcyãsace
"ils ¡eviennent au nord du (feu) Offe¡toi¡e et s'asseyent faoe au sud" (ibid.)
Lit. 'Then after returning from the north of the sacrificial fire, they sit down having
turned tt¡emselves towa¡d (> towards, facing) the south.'

Despiæ the almost adpositional status of these gerunds, they cannot be considered to have
the 'modal' value, to be rcndered as: 'while [or in the manner ofl turning towa¡ds'.

In support of the temporal indifference of the gerund, Mina¡d (1956, p. 40 g 98a; p. 64

$ 150) pointed also to the parallel SB 2.5.2.35 (pã4aú) kr-wâ : SB(K) 1.5.1.31 bibhrát,
but this equation falls on the aspectual difference of these verbs: 'having taken in one's
hand' vs. 'carrying/holding'. Similarly in the following examples, the underþing verbs are

dynamic rather than stative by aspect, which affects the temporal interpretuion:

(81) sB 4.6.9.22

áudumbarin anvãrábhyãsate
"ils s'assoient en tenant le þilier) d'udumaba¡a" (Minard 1956, p. 61f. $ 146f.)

(82) SB 1.2.s.1s
parigfhya vai yósã vfgãÎaÅ Sece

"[¿ femelle éueint le mâ1e." (ibid.)

Lit. 'The ,ronran lies united with the man.'

More intriguing are those cases whe¡e the past gerund is paralleled by a present participle
of the sarne verb in a variant reading, e.g.:

(83) sB 2.2.4.18 & sB(K) 1.2.4.t3
té iucvá devâh (SBK: tá evárir júbvato devãlr) I i.orâir prájeririr prâjayancr
yalçtun prájãti$
"grâce à I'oblation, les dieux progénièrent cette progéniture qui est aujourd'hui leur
progéniture" (Minard 1956, p. 25 $ 55)

(84) SB(K) 4.8.3.22 & SB(M) 3.8.3.33

átha p¡çadãjyásyopahátyãûa (SBM: juhvá p¡çadãjyásyopagha¡rnn õta)
'avec la (cuiller) ofteuse, il prélève un peu de beurre moucheté en disant'' (ibid.)

However, it is the use of the present paniciple that is peculiar, since the actions in question

are evidently not strictly concomitant (at least not in 83). On the other hand, presential
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forms are by their relative unma¡kedness generally used to express not only strictly
simultaneous, but also immediately preceding or succeeding actions.

By the terrr 'quasi-subordinate' consm¡cdon, Minard meant the tendency of the

gerundial clause to be syntactically demarcated or separated from the superordinate clause

("quasi-apodose') by some connective like átha, 'then', or by an anaphoric pronoun, e.g.:

(8s) sB 6.6.4.6

sá vái samldham Vdhâyâtúa ntatayati
"il posê la bûchette et boit le lait de jeûne (dans lequel il I'a rempê)"
(Minard 1956, p. 7l $ 168)

But as can be seen from this example, these connectives mostly only emphasize the

succession of actions without impþing a specifically subordinate-like or adverbial relation

between the gemndial clause and the main clause.

1.5.M. JAN GONDA

Gonda's brief paper on the use of the absolutive in Sanslcrit (t19671 1975) presents an

interesting but somewhat disorganized supplement to the list of irregular or "¡emarkable
constructions" not fully accounted for by previous accounts. If properly analyzed and

classifred these examples could, however, be rearranged and subsumed into just six
different types of constructions, most of which are quite ordinary:

(i) The genrnd refers to (an action on the part oÐ a shared generic subject or agent, e.g.

MGS 2.1f .5 garcarir khã[vã yat taih pãrirsubhih pratip[ryeta tad v-a "or (a spot)

where a pit, which has been dug, can be filled up again by the same earth". Similarly, JB

2.64, KauSS 60. 1 8, Atharvaparisista 23.13.2, $ gvidhãna 3.28.4, ?.17 .2.

(ii) The gerund refers to the implicit agent of the main verb, e.g. ÃpDhS 2.L0.26.21
svãay -adãya aãsyag 'his property is to be confiscated and he is to be banished',
Similarly VSmS 3.1, KãP 93.32,46-34, Pañc. 4.13, etc.

(iii) The genrnd refen to the oblique Experiencer (or 'affected oblique subject') of the main
clause, e.g. BC 5.33 purusasya vayat'sukhã¡i bhuktvã ramaaryo ûi rapo-
yaûapravesa$ 'for a man having enjoyed youth and pleasures, the entering into an
ascetics' grove is, indeed, a wonderful thing.' Similarly, SvU 1.1 I (682), MBh 1.11.10,

1.41.9, 1.182.L2,3.59.10, Svapn. 5.2, Sak. 2.9, VikU 2.10, KãP 46.16, Pañc. 1.180.
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(iv) The gerund has passive sense and refers to the subject of the main verb, e.g. ÃpDhS
2.11.29.7 pu?yãhae... ubhayataþ samãkhyãpya sarvãrumate... satyarir
praSaarir brüyät "he should answer (the question put to him) according to truth on an

auspicious day ... with the consent of all, after having been exhorted (by the judge) to

report fully (and be fair) to both sides". Similarly, Kath.75.127, but not SB 1.7.1.18 and

BhP 6.2.3.

(v) The gerund is dependent on an active or passive non-finile embedded clause, the

nominal head of which is its logical subjecr KU 2.4.6 yaþ pùrvaô capaso jãcam -
adbåyah pürvan aj-ayaca - guhãrir pravisya tifghantarir yo bhütebhir
vyaÍtasya¡.a "who distinguished him who was bom of old from austerity - before the

(primeval) waters he was born - who has permanently enter€d the hidden place, from

thíngs which have come into existenc"-ã, cf. KU 2.4.7. Similarly, MBh 1.39.23, Kauç.

3-14,87.44, Das. 2.6 (ed. Nirnaya L925, p.209), Kãdambari (ed. Peterson) $ 16, KãsyS

ch.79, KãP 45.102, BhP 6.2.31, Kath.75.l27.

(vi) The gerund is construed absolutely, not referring to any implicit or explicit noun
phrase of the main clause (as its subjecÐ, e.g. Ay 12.4.27 aãsya sru[vã g¡he vaset
"she (the barren cow) may not stay in his house after he has hea¡d (the verses referred to in
the preceding part of the stanza)". Similarly, SB 1.7.1.18, VSmS 2.12, KauSS 63.20,
KãsyS ch.22,23, Ma¡S (Telugu ed. [= ed. Citnodayamañja¡i]) p. 6.

It may now be observed that the constructions (i)-(iii) are perfectly normal given the
respective types of superordinate clauses. The passive gerund (iv) is rare, but not exactly

anomalous. The adnominal gerund (v) becomes very frequent in later classical and epic

texts, while only the absolute gerund (vi) is exceptional.

22 This intcrpreøtion is to be prefened to Müller's (SBE 15, p. 16) emended reading: "He who ftnows)
him who was born first from the brooding heat (for he was born before the waters), who enæring into
the hearts, abides therein, and was perceived from the elements." (fn.: "abrupt ¡sxf: 2 acc, ti¡ghrareo
and dç¡,haatin s€em to me to require vedr to be supplied from the verse 4.4").

Also Hume (193a, p. 354 & fn.) emended the texr "He who was born of old f¡om ausærity (tepes),
was bom of old from the waærs, who stands entcred ino the serret plac¿ (of the heart), who looks forth
through beings" (fn.: "This stanza conuins an ungrammatical form and impossible constructs. The text
here, as also in S 7 is probably corlupt. The reference here is probably to the Siôthyr Puru¡e,
Person) , Cf. Radhak¡ishnan (1953, p. 632): "He who was bom of old from ausærity, was born ofold
from the waters, who stands, having entered the secre! place (of the heart) and looked forth through
beings" and Röer (1931, p. 78): "Whosoever beholds the hrst bom from the penance, (of Brahman), who
was created befo¡e ¡he watôrs, when he has entered the cave, and dwells (tt¡erÐ wittr the bcings, beholds
that @ralman for which thou hast asked)".
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1.5.N. RENATE SÕHNEN

Söhnen's paper (1985) raises the question of the morphosyntactic classification and con-

sructional peculiarities of the gerund especially in the Epics and Pu¡ã¡as. She proposes an

analysis that also takes account of the syntactic and semantic stn¡cture of the superordinate

clause, while defending the view of the gerund as a temporally undifferentiated 'verbal

adverb'.
The terms 'gerund' and 'paniciple' are criticized, inasmuch as a 'gerund'is supposed to

take a genitive (logical) subject, while a participle should not allow 'free constn¡ctions'.

The only construction of the gerund that is recognized as genuinely 'gerundial' is the one

with alam, e.g. alarir te dhúnaó pitvã "Genug/Schluss mit deinem Rauch-Trinken!".
The 'nominal' function (in relation to the goveming unit) of the gerundial phrase in this

constn¡ction \ryas noted alrcady by Forster (1810, p. 463), but the internal structure of the

gerundial clause remains just as verbal as ever: the optional genitive-dative pronoun is

syntactically dependent on the preceding adverbial particle, not the gerund (cf.255,4.Ø).
Even so the argument against the term 'gerund' is not valid: the Latin gerund (which

should be the model, rather than the English 'genrnd') is not particularly liable to have a

genitive subject of its own, being, especially when used adverbially in the ablative, mostly
controlled by the sudect of the main clause.

Moreover, the English 'gerund' in -ing is generally recognized to be syntactically
ambivalent, being consmred either'verbally' with an 'accusative' direct object and (mostly)

corcferential implicit subject and adverbal modifiers or 'nominally' with a genitive (or
coreferential) logical subject or object and adnominal modifiers, cf. smoking cigarettes
continttottsly isforbiddenll ablør smoking cigarettes continuouslylby snøking cigarettes
continuously you wíIl ruín your health ('verbal gerund' as subjec/objec/ prepositional
ph¡ase) vs. thelyour contintnus smoking of cigarenes is disgustingll detest your con-
tínuous snoking of cigarettesll was appalled by your continuous smokíng of cigarettes
('nominal gerund' as subjeclobjecy'prepositional phrase).

This syntactic and semantic distinction betneen 'verbal' (or 'sentential') gerunds (i.e.

gerunds occurring in nominal, adverbial or prepositional phrases expressing acttvitíes and
having the internal structure of verb phrases or reduced clauses) vs. homonymous
'nominal gerunds' (i.e. gerunds occuning in nominal, adverbial or prepositional phrases

expressing facts and having the internal structure of noun phrases) has been amply
demonstrated for English by Lees (1960, pp. 64-73), \il'asow & Roeper (1972'),

Thompson (1973) and Huddleston (1984, p. 312ff.). (For a historical account, see Visser
1966, p. l065ff.; 1973,p.2228tr.)

On the other hand, the Latin and Sanslait gerunds (independently of their case) are

verbal by construction and mainly adverbial (rather than nominal) by function. It is well-
known that the 'declinable' Latin gerund does not even occur in the nominative (except in
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the periphrastic conjugation, cf. Aalto 1949, p. 92ff.), being replaced by the infïnitive
when functioning as the subject of a clause. Moreover, even when used in a predicative

complement in construction with alam, the Sansk¡it gerund corresponds better to a ve¡bal

than nominal gemnd in English. Thus one would translate alarh (te) dhüma¡ñ piteã as

Have doru with srnoking [tobacco] rather than ...with your smoking [ol øbacco] .

Also the objection against the term 'participle' is somewhat misdi¡ecæd. Indo'European

participles a¡e not always construed adnominally even in the oldest languages, such as

Homeric Greek (cf. Chantraine 1953, p. 323) and Vedic Sanskrit" where ad senswn-

constn¡ctions occur. Hence, there a¡e no synchronically valid arguments for discarding

eithe¡ the term gerund or indeclinable participle. The Sanslait gerund is etymologically

analogous to the l¿tin ablative gerund but synchronically it may just as well be compared

with the Baltic and Slavonic adverbiaVindeclinable participles. In fact, also the modern

Romance and Gemranic adverbial participial clauses go back to gerundial (i.e. oblique or
prepositional verbal noun) phrases, cf. French en chantant'while singing' < Latin in
cantanfu (Aalto 1949, p. 7 3f .).

Söhnen pleads for the more neutral term 'verbal adverb', but even this term could be

misleading: the Sanskrit gerunds are not adverbial fonnations in the sense that they are

derived as adverbs (i.e. by means of specifically adverbial suffixes, cf. Whitney 1889, p.

497f.). It is tn¡e that they are peuified oblique verbal nouns ttrat have boen recategorized as

verbal adverbs, but the paradox is that they a¡e the only verbal adverbs in Sanskrit with

verbal recrion. If they a¡e to be called verbal adverbs, forms like sikit-v-ít 'with
consideration' and gÉh-ã 'secretly' would have to be reclassified as da,erbal adverbs or
even funominal adverbs (i.e. adverbialized action nouns).

The fact that not all verbal adverbs a¡e verbal by construction would thus force us to

reintroduce a ærminological distinction analogical to that between plun (de)verbal

adjectives (i.e. agent nouns capable of forming noun phrases by modifying nouns) and

genuine particíples (capable of fomring rcduced clauses by modifying nouns and taking

adve¡bal complements).

In accordance wittr the instrumental origin of the gerund, Söhnen claims that the gerund

is temporally unmarked. Most of her examples of the 'non-preterital' value of the gerund,

are simila¡ to Renou's and Mina¡d's dubious examples (cf . 62-78), but some of them must

be accepted. In those cases the gerund expresses the manner of an action rather than rwo

co.occurring actions, being interchangable with a present participle or insûumental noun:

(86) MBh 3.2&.56
sitã nadvacaaãt v-cyã sanäf,vãsya prasãdya ca

"Auf meine Anweisung hin ist SiË mit Tröstungen und Besänftigungen anzur€den!"

(Söhnen 1985, p.485)
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(87) Rrn 2.t01.5
ity ukralg taiteyiputra! kãtuætåeaa nahãrma¡ã
pragçhya balavad bhäya! prãñjalir vãtyao abravr¿
"So nochmals unter kråiftiger Umamrung angeredet von dem hochgesinnten SproB
Kakutsthas, sprach Kaikeyis Sohn mit verehrungsvoll zusammengelegten Händen

die (folgende) Rede." (Söhnen 1985, p. 482)

(88) B¡VaivP 61.43

tat saryarir tathayãm asa gauta'nãya tapawiae
tasthau praûasya sa ¡.u¡ir ¡raåendra¡ir ca vinindya ca
"Das alles ezåihlte sie (Ahalya) dem Gautamq der über besonderes Tapas verfiigte.
Lachend und den großen Indra tadelnd stand der Asket da."
(Söhnen 1985, p.483)

Also in other cases Söhnen makes a point of translating the gerund as fa¡ as possible as an
instrumental action noun, criticizing the ubiquitous habit of rcndering it by a temporal or
participial clause, e.g. "nachdem..." or "having v-ed". This criticism is quite justified not
only on stylistic grounds, but because past relative time reference does not necessarily
entail temporal qualification (S1 when/after S2). on the other hand, it may be questioned
whether the instrumental or nominal rendering does beuer justice to the wide functional
potential of the gerund.

The major part of Söhnen's paper is concerned with the corcferentiality constraint of the
gerund- It is claimed that the contoller (implicit subject or agent) of the gerund can rnostly
be recovered from the main clause by applying criteria of semantic agenthood or animacy/
personhood. The latter criterion is exemplifred by MBh 9.50.9 tãrir divyavapuçarh
d¡ç-tvã t¿syarse retat statrlarir sarasvaryãm 'upon seeing that divinely looking
creatur€, the semen of that sage lept into the river Sarasvad'. But note that animacy is
criterial only when the said constituent is an obtique 'experiencer/affected possessor': rãrir
divyavapusarh dgçlvã rasya gçe!/g¡hasya purra! slann¿T sarasvacyãm 'Upon
seeing that divinely looking creatu¡e, the son ofthæ house/sage lept into the river s.'.

r5.O. ROBERT JBFFERS & ROBERT KANTOR

One of the most recent contributions in this field is Jeffer's and Kantor's paper on the
history of the gerund (1984). This study prcsents some novel views and explanarions, but
is somewhat deñcient in the analysis of the data and historical perspective.

The authors approach the gerund etymologically. They reject Neisser's theory about the
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etymology of -(c)ya, þcause they can find no instrumental ending -ã for thematic nouns.

This is strange because -ã occurs sporadically as an inherited instrumental ending for
thematic nor¡nsi even in the B gveda (rü/himey 1889, p. ll2 ã 327c).

They then contend that the probable derivation of these forms as a¡chaic instrumentals

of infinitival i- and ti-stems has been widely rejected. This, too, is cu¡ious, seeing that

this has been the most widely supported explanation of -(t)ya (cf. Whimey 1889, p. 355 $

993a; Macdonell 1907, p. a12 $ 589; Debrunner & rWackernagel 1930 = Ai. Gr. Itr, p. 34;

Renou 1952,p.314; Thumb & Hauschild 1959, p. 381 $ 635ff., etc.). The authors point

to rhe tendency for -i-infrnitives to be complementary v/ith -cu- and -ti-infrnitives, but this

would predict the wrong disribution fo¡ the allomorphs of the (allegedly related) gerundial

forrns, namely as -ya vs. -cya/-tvã.
On the basis of the assumed connection with the secondary Vedic infinitives (i.e. -tun,

-cave,-coh,-Eaye, etc.; cf. Jeffers 1972),i¡ is argued that the gerund must originally
have had nominal reÆtion. It is then suggested that gerundial phrases were reinterprcted

syntacrically in analogy with finite temporal clauses introduced by the subordinative

conjunction yadã 'when', which is (curiously) analyzed as an instrumental form (cf.

Jeffers & Pepicello 1982). However, this analogy fails, because especially in the early

language the gertrnd is not panicularly common in paraphrasing temporal subordinate

clauses.

As for the semantic or functional development of the gerundial clause, Jeffer's and

Kantor's major tenet is that there has been a gradual expansion of the discourse functions

of the gerundial clause or phrase, so that in the earliest period (as represented by the

$gveda and early Brãhmalas) it was still restricted to expressing contextually or
pragmatically (incl. culmrally) presupposed information (hence liable to be translated by a

backgrounded subordinate clause), while towards the end of the Brâhmana period it also

came to express non-presupposed, though (logically) presumed new information (as e.g.

in connection with commands and directives that stipulate the carrying out of some

previous action). Only in the classical period, did it come to acquirc the generally non-

presumed "asserted consecutive" reading, enabling it to be paraphrased by a coordinate

clause independently of the mood of the main clause.

The frrst stage is exemplified by RV 1.161.6-7 indro hári yuyuié... råtham...
yukrvá ráthan úpa deváä ayãcana "Indra harnessed the fallow pair to the wagon.

Having harnessed (them) to the \pagon he [sic!] rvent to the gods" (Jeffers & Kanto¡

1984, p. 97).
But if we quore the passage in full, it wiü be seen that there is no coreferential

connection between the ve¡b yuyujé and the genrnd yrktvã, since the latter occurs in a

different sentence and with a completely different subject:
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(89) RV t.t6t.6-7
lndro tári IIE|é ¿Svl¡ã râtham bfhaspátir viSvárõpãrn úpãjaca
gbhúr vlbhvã vâjo deváå agachata wápaso yajlíyam bhãgárn eit¿na ll
¡i3 cármano gárn arinita dh¡tíbhir y't jaran,;ø yuvafã tát¡gocana
sáudhanva¡ã áSvãd 4Svom ata&saca ru8gyâ ráthao. úpa deváü ayiltana
[6] 'Indra yoked the two steeds, the Asvins the wagon, BShaspati drove up the
dappled cow fo¡ himself. In the capacity of !.bhu, Vibhvan, Vãja, you went to the
gods, as a¡tificers you got a pan of the sacrifice.'

[7] 'Out of the hide you let go the cow so cleverly, those two who were aging,
them you made young. O sons of Sudhanvan, you fabricated a horse from a horse,
having yqkçfl the \ragon, p went to the gods.'

Moreover, contrary to what the authors profess, the !.gvedic gerund typicalty introduces
non-presupposed, although often textually backgrounded infomration. This function is,
however, exemplified only from the Aitareyabrãhmana e.g.:

(90) AB 7.t9.4
...tad vai nidhãya wãa¡z ãyudhãai brahna4a eva ã¡zudhair brahma4o
nr¡rena br-hm¿ bbüEvã yajlam upãvartasvairi
"Lay aside thine own weapons, and \vith the weapons of the holy pov/er, the form
of the holy power, becoming holy power, do thou come to the saçrifice.',
(Jeffers & Kantor 1984, p. 99; following Keith 1920)

(91) AB 7.15.11 (pro 7.15.7)
tasya û,a SetaÍir datcvi sa rall -adãyt so..- eyãya
"(lhey made an agreement regarrding the middle one, Sunallfepa.) Having given a
hundred for him, taking him, he went (from the wild to the village)." (ibid.)

In the analysis of the fi¡nctions of gerundial clauses, the authors rely perhaps too much on
the probative value of Keith's translation: if translated by a participle, the gerundial clause
is often considered to be presupposed or presumed, if translated by a fïnite coordinate
clause, it is often considered as having the assertive consecutive value, e.g.:

(92) AB 7.s.2
'¿hai¡¿d datsi¡e¡a pã?inã abhimfSya japari
"then he touches (the rest) with his right hand and muners" (ibid.)

(93) AB 7.15.1

tam iûdrah purosaräpe?^ g)atyeaya, uvãca
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"to him came Ind¡a in human form and said." (ibid.)

In the oldest stratum of ttre Aitarcyabrãhma+a (esp. Paricikã I) only one of the twenty-five

occu¡rences of the gerund is rendered by a coordinate verb, \arhile in the later strata, wh€E

the genrnd is more frequent (e.g. Pañcikã VII has 63 occurrences), the gerund is much

more often translaæd by a coordinate fînite verb. This would seem to corroborate the said

hlpothesis about the functional deveþment of the gerundial clause, but it will be observed

that any gerundiat clause that is not contextually presupposed or propositionally restrictive

can principally be rendered by a coordinate clause in a modally/operationally unmarked

sentence, cf. (89): "you yoked the wagon and went to the gods". Alttrough such gerundial

clauses can often be accounted for as 'presumed', \ re need more stringent and language-

independent criæria for determining the discourse functional development of the gerund-

1.5J. F. B. J. KTJIPER & HANS HENRICH HOCK

The Indo-Aryan (pasÐ gerund is in some respects a unique category in Indo-European,

while functionally analogous categories are found in most South Asian languages. The

existence of non-Aryan loanwords even in some of the oldest Indo-Aryan documents has

long since evoked ttre idea that the syntactic and semantic development of the (Old) Indo-

Aryan gerund was induced or directed by an analogical category in some non-Aryan

language, most probably Dravidian (cf. Konow 1903, p. 456; Chatterji 1926, pp. 41,

1008f.; Bloch 1930, p.734;1934,p.328; Emeneau 1954, p.284;1956, p. 9; Burrow

1973, p. 374; Kuiper l9ó7).

On the other hand, this and other hypotheses about foreign (especially Dravidian)

influence on the structure of the Indo-Aryan tongue during its early stages has been

severely criricized by a number of Sanslsitists and Indo-Europeanists (cf. Renou 1956, p.

29 fn. l; Hock 1975, 1984).

The first schola¡ to deal more extensively and systematically with the question of
prehistorical linguistic convergence in South Asia was Kuiper (1967). The three features

which Kuiper concentrated on wer€ the retroflex phonemes, the quotative iti-construction

and the (synøctico-semantic reinterpretation of the) gerund. Kuiper's main tenet was that

the cumularive force of the evidence pnoves ttrat all these features both in Indo-Aryan and

Munda a¡e due to Dravidian sub'or adstratum influence. Especially asregards the gerund,

he concluded on rhe basis of the archaic morphological nature of the formation that the

category must have existed and been commonly used in colloquial Ðeech for quiæ some

time before it was acoepted in the highly raditional Vedic religious poetry.
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A more cautious and critical view was taken by Hock (1975, 1984), who showed that
there is still room for ¡easonable doubt conceming most, if not all, alleged Dravidianisms
in S.gvedic) Sanskrit, viz lexical loans in the $gveda, retroflexion, the iti-construction,
the (recategorization of the) gerund" the use of participles as frnite verbs, the tendency to
nominal style and SOV-o¡der, the 'ãmre{ica-compounds', the secondary uses of the

enclitic particle api 'also', etc..

Hock's position rests to a crucial degree on the alleged difficulty of establishing (i)
Dravidian speakers in prehistoric Northwestem India and (ü) Dravidian loanwords in the

$gveda. In fact, Hock argues with a somewhat dated reference to Kuiper (1948; 1955b)
that more than half of the alleged loanwords in the Bgveda are of Munda rather than
Dravidian origtn. Panicularly important a¡e cultural words like lângala 'plough', and the
mentioning of enemies with Munda-like names, e.g. Sa-bara, Arbuda and Sgbinda.

The origin of many of rhe alleged Munda words have, however, been questioned, while
some of them may have been borrowed through Dravidian (a possibility Hock is well
aware of). Being unwilling to accept (pre-)S.gvedic contact with Dravidian, Hock has tried
to find altemative, mainly spontaneous, explanations for the said fean¡res. Thus it is argued
that the gerund, which seems to go with SOV-order and quotatival constructions (with
postposed ma¡ker), could be inherited and/or due to areal linguistic influence in the proto.
Indo-European period. only the distinctly posr-Bgvedic use of the gerund in "chains of
absolutive clauses followed by a single clause with finite verb", is recognized as
specifically 'Indian' within Indo-European. However, even this use is explained in terms
ofthe originally genre-bound tendency of Classical Sanskrit to non-finire vs. finite syntax
in clause linkage (which, incidentally, is a non-genre-bound Dravidian feanrre).

These views are at least to a certain extent founded on Renou's (1940, 1956) etymo-
logically biased accounts. According ro Renou (cf. 1.5.K), the $gvedic gerund has the
character of a temporally unmarked manner adverbial, while the predominantly antecedent
value and "temporally subo¡dinative function" are post-$gvedic deveþments appearing
first in the descriptive portions of the Brãhmelas and Sùtras, from whence they have
spread to othergenres (Renou 1956, p.46).

Hock admits the difñculty of deriving the antecedent value from the assumed original
concomitant value. But by claiming, against any substantial evidence, synchronic primacy
for the concomitant value and an essentially Indo-European basis for the later semantic and
syntactic deveþment, he rs, as it \Ãrere, denying the very problem.

On the other hand he calls attention to a number of systematic discrepancies between
e.g. ttre systems of reuoflexion and quotatival constructions in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian,
which facts have to be considered in conjunction with the likelihood of Dravidian influence
on the development of the gerund (cf. 6.4.H, 6.5).
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